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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
1, INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Much Information on the fundamental properties of
surfaces and their generalisations , two dimensional
manifoldsp is available, but can be found only by a
careful search of scattered references. The purpose of
this paper is to give a unified discussion of some of
the important properties of surfaces and to show the
delation of these properties to basic topological
considerations*
Tills work does not attempt to be more than an
Introduction to this wide field , nor can it hope to be
completely self contained* Because of wide differences
in notation and terminology* the first section of this
paper summarizes the topological machinery needed in the
subsequent discussion * For the most part, proofs of the
facts listed in this section are not given. These proofs
can be found in most works on topology. In particular-*
the reader is referred to Hausdorff [2]*, with the warning
that several differences in terminology have arisen since
Hausdorff wrote his book.
The paragraphs of Chapter I have been divided into
numbered subparagraphs for ease of reference. References
to the text are prefaced by a roman numeral except where

* Throughout the text, numbers in brackets refer tottbe
bibliography.
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they refer to a paragraph of the same chapter.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to
Professor G» R» MacLane whose assistance and guidance
madeathis work possible,

2, SET CALCULUS
2.1. A set is a collection of elements. If a is an
element 6f a. set A we write a e A. The null set (the set
containing no elements} will be denoted by 0,
2.2. If every element of a set A is also an element
of a set B, we write ACB or Br>A, If ACB and Bc A then
we write A = B,
2.3. The union of two sets A and Bs written Au B,
is the set containing all elements in A or B (or both).
Similarly, the union of a collection of sets Ax, > e l\p
written U^A, , is the set containing all elements in at
least one Ax«
2.A. The intersection of two sets A and B, written
AAB,

is the set containing all elements in both A and B*

Similarly, the intersection of a collection of sets Ax,
"x€ A, written Plx€/v Ax, is the set containing all elements
common to all Ax« Two sets are called disjoint if and
only if their intersection is void,
2,5. If all sets under consideration are, subsets of
some set X, then vm call the complement of a set ACX the
set consisting of all elements in X but not in A, The
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complement of A will be denoted by A*.
2.6, The difference between two sets A and B, written
A « B is the set consisting of all elements in A but not
in B* Thus A

-

B = A nB’,, and in particular A* = X *

A.

We

do not require B c A in order that A - B be defined.

3 * TOPOLOGICAL SPAOES
3,1, A topological space is a set I and a collection

O of subsets of X, The sets in the collection & are
called open in X, The collection O is frequently called
a topology on X, This collection

Oi in order to be a

topology on X, must satisfy:
a) , 0 6 O, X e O.
b) The union of any collection of sets in O is in O'.
c) .The intersection of any two (and hence of any
finite number of) sets of 0 is in

O,

. • 3 *2* A closed set in a topological space X is a set
whose complement is open# If the collection of all closed
sets .in X is called
a) 0 6

C}

Xe

C,
Ci

then

C

must satisfy:

b) The intersection of any collection of sets in C
is in

C.

c) The union of any two (and hence of any finite
number of) sets of

C

is in

C,

It can easily be shown that a collection t of sets
satisfying these three properties can also be used to
define a topology on X. That is, the collection of
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complements of sets in- C satisfy the, properties of 3*1*
3*3:* The elements of a topological space will be
called points* If x is any point of X and U is any open
set with xcUj then U is called a neighborhood of 2s*
3 *4* If A is any set in X and x Is any point pf X
.

such that every neighborhood U of at intersects A (i.e,

x \
P'

A nU^ 0) then x is called a limit point of A*
-. 3*5*: For any set ACX the set consisting of all
points of A and all limit points of A is called the
closure of A and is bitten X* It can be shown that the
closure of any set A is closed and is, in fact, the
intersection of all closed sets containing A, i.e* X ■
is the smallest closed set containing A* The closure
satisfies the following properties which can also be
used to define a topology on X:
a)

tr= o,- X=X*

b) For any set A, 1=1’*
c) For any set A, Ad*
d) For any sets A and B,

1VJS=1

VJ

BV

3.6o The interior of a set A, Witten A°, is the set
consisting of all points of A contained in an open set
which is contained in A* Thus, A° is the union of all
open sets contained in A, hence is the largest open set
in A. Further, it Is easily shorn that if ACX
A°= OT}s = X - (X“-A).
3.7* The boundary or frontier of a set A, written
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^ (A)j is the set
°5U) =1 *' A°=Xin(Xn.

•

Thus every neighborhood of a point xe t=3F(A) contains
points of A and points of AS and ^(k) — ^(A1} *
4. SEPARATION! AXIOMS
In the following, let X be a topological space*
4® 1« X will be called a

space if and only if for

each pair of distinct points x,jreX there is a neighborhood
of x which does not contain y. This is equivalent to
stating that points are closed in X*
4*2. X trill be called a Tg or Hausdorff space if and
only if for each pair of distinct points x,y e X there
exists a pair of disjoint neighborhoods 0 and ? with
x € 0 and y c ¥«
4*3* X will be called a regular space if and only
if X is T-j_ and for each closed set F and point x^F,
there exists two disjoint open sets 0 and V with x e U
and F c¥*
4*4* X will be called completely regular if and
only if X is

and for each closed set F and point x 4 F

there exists a continuous real valued function (see 13*4
below) f mapping X onto the interval O^t^l such that
f (x) = 0 and f (y) = 1 for all y e F.
4*5. X will be called normal if and only if X is T^
and each pair of disjoint closed sets E and F can be
separated by a pair of disjoint open sets 0 and 7, i.e.
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ECU and PC¥.

:

t

4*6* The above degrees of separation are given in
order of increasing strength* That is, a normal space is
completely regular; a completely regular space is regular;
a regular space is Hausdorff; and a Hausdorff space is T-.
JL

5* BASES
5.«1* A collection © of open sets of a topological

more

space X is said to be a base for X, or

correctly,

a base for the topology on X if and only if every open
set GCX is the union of sets in 1B,, i*e. G=UBCQB, where
B denotes sets of 133,
5*2. If a collection

IB

of subsets of a set X

satisfies *

aloe's.
b) For any

x£Xi

there is aBe® with seB,

i.e. X-UBt^B*
c) For any point x in B^n B2 where

Bp are any

sets in IB, there exists a set BGet8

with xeB0}

BQC B^n.Bg* This is equivalent to saying that the
intersection of any two sets in 18

can be written

as the union of sets in 18,
then 18 will be a base for a topology

O

on X, where

consists of all possible unions of sets in

0

IB*

5*3*, Two examples of topological spaces which will
be considered frequently in this work are the real line
and the (open) complex plane* A base for the topology

7
bn the real line is the collection of all open intervals,
a <t<b, ■ A base for the topology on the complex plane
is the collection of all open discs, )z — a0l < r. These
two spaces are actually special cases of the n~dimensional
Euclidean spaces, and are a special type of topological

•

space, metric spaces. For further information on metric
spaces in general, and the Euclidean spaces in particular,
the reader is referred to Newman M*
;
6< RELATIVE TOPOLOGY
.
6*1. If A is any set in a topological space X, then

A can be considered to be a topological space itself by
defining?an open set in A (open relative to A) to be any
set of the form A nU where II is open in X* It can easily
be shown, that all such sets satisfy the requirements of
3.1 above, and hence indeed define a topology on A. This
topology is called the relative topology of A in X> ,
6,3. It may easily be seen that closed sets in the
relative topology of A in X are sets of the form An F?
where F is closed in X* likewise if B,cAj then the
closure of B relative to A is given by AnB, where this
latter closure is understood to-be in X*
6,3 * It should be noted that if X is a normal space
and A is closed in X, then A is a normal space in the
relative topology* But if X is

Hausdorff, regular,

or completely regular, then so is A in the relative
topology, for any ACX*

7* SEQUENCES
7.1o If to each integer

k= 1,2,... there corresponds

a point ajc of a topological space X, then the collection
{akK-i
those points is called a sequence« A limit
point of a sequence is a point X such that every
neighborhood U of x contains an infinite number of the
ajc. A sequence is said to converge to a limit x0, written
sijj-fXo if for every neighborhood U of xQ there exists an
N such that if k>N then a^e U.
7.2. If the sequence has a point x0 as a
limit point, then we may choose a subsequence such
that ^ ZZQ O
7«3o In a Hausdorff space we can find a pair of
disjoint neighborhoods about two distinct points, hence
the limits of convergent sequences are unique in a
Hausdorff space»
7«4« If a sequence {a^ converges to a point x0,
then any subsequence also converges to xG*
3. DBMSS SETS
3.1* A set ACX is called (everywhere dense) dense
if I=X,
3.2. A set ACS is called nowhere dense if there
exists no open set U such that Uclu
3.3* Similarly, a set A is called dense in B if AnB
is dense or nowhere dense in the relative topology of
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9. SEPARABLE SPACES
9»1« A topological space X is said to be separable
if and only if there exists a countable base for X.
9.2, If X is separable then there exists a countable
set ■which is everywhere dense in X,
9*3• If X is separable, and ACx* then A is
separable in the relative topology,
9*4* The real line and the complex plane are both
separable spaces. A countable base for the real line is
all open intervals with rational endpoints, A countable
base for the complex plane is all discs having rational
radii and rational centers,
10, COMPACTNESS
10*1, A space X is compact if and only if any
covering of X, XcLkU*, by open sets can be reduced to
a finite covering XcUi"iU<*i«
10.2. In any compact space, every sequence has a
limit point,
10.3. A set ACX is compact if and only if it is
compact in the relative topology.
10.4, On the real line and in the complex plane
the closed, bounded sets, and only these sets, are
compact,
10.5. A space X is locally compact if and only if
for every point x in X there exists a compact set
containing x in its interior.
10.6, Compact subsets of a Hausdorff space are
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closed*

11, THE BAIRE CATEGORY THEOREM
11.1. A set BCX is said to be of the first category
if and only if it is the union of a countable number of
nowhere dense sets (see 6*2). A set which is not of the
first category is said to be of the second category*
11*2, Baire5 s Category Theorem will not be needed
in its complete form in this work. All that we will need
is: The real line is of the second category. Thus if A
is any subset of the real line which is of the first
category, then A* is of the second category*

12. CONNECTED SPACES
12*1* A topological space X is connected if and only
if there exist no two non-null disjoint open sets U and 7
such that X = Uu?» This is equivalent to saying that 0
and X are . the only two sets in X which are both open
and closed*„
12*2* A set AcX is called connected if and only if
it is connected in the relative topology*
12*3* If any collection of connected sets {C<*} has
a point common to all Coo then U^C* is connected*
12*4* The connected sets of the real line are the
intervals, open, closed, or mixed*

13« CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS, HOMSOMORPHISMS
13*1* If to each point x of a set X there is
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associated a point y of a set Y, then we say that X is
mapped into Y, and the associations denoted by f(x) = y,
is called a function mapping X into Y, written YjX-^Y.

If ACX, we call
Y(A) = {y eY | f(x)=y for some sceA}.
If fCXj—Y, we say that f maps X onto Y, If f (x-^) = f (xg)
implies

xg, then we say f is one-to-one.

13.2, The complete inverse image of a set BCI with
respect to a function f :X->Y is the set
f“'(B)’=- {5ceX j
13.3» A function f |X-»Y (here and henceforth X and
Y are understood to be topological spaces) is said to be
continuous if and only if the complete inverse image of
every open set in Y is open in X,
13*4* If a function f:X->Y is one-to-one onto, then
a unique inverse function is defined, i.e, f“'(y) is a
unique point in X for each point y el. If such a function
and its inverse f*"1
a

are continuous, then f is said to be

homeomorphism. and to map X homeomorphicallv upon Y*

In this case we also say that the spaces X and Y are
homeomorphlc*
13.5* Hie topological properties of spaces, and in
particular all properties of spaces listed in paragraphs
2 through 12, are preserved by homeomorphisms.

13,6, Convergence of sequences is preserved by
continuous mappings, i.e, if %-^XQ in X, f?X->Y is
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continuous, then f (xic)-»f (xD) in I.
13*7* The continuous image of a compact set or
space is compact,
13,The continuous image of a real interval, say
0£t£l., in a topological space X is called a path or
arc joining its two end points, f(0) and f(l), A path
is called simple if it never crosses itself, i«e,
f (t^) = f (tg) implies %—hg (except for possibly the
end points), A closed path is one for which the end
points are identical, i«e, f(0) = f(1), A simple path
with distinct end points is called a Jordan arc, A
simple closed path is called a Jordan curve, A Jordan
arc is the homeomorphic image of a real line segment
and a Jordan curve is homeomorphic to the boundary of
a circle in the plane,

14,

ARCWISE COHhBGTIOrJ

' '

1411, If every two points of a topological space
X can be joined by an arc, then X is called arc wise
connected* Similarly, a set ACX is called arcwise
connected if any two points of A can be joined by an
arc, in A.. ’ ■
14*2,- If a space X (or a set A) is arcwise connected
then it is connected*
14*3 • A space X is locally arcwise connected if and
only if given any point x€X and any neighborhood U of x,
there exists a neighborhood VCU of x such that any two
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points of V can be joined by an arc in U.
14.4* A connected, locally arcwise connected space
is arcwise connected.
14.5* It is easily shown that connectedness and
arcwise connectedness are preserved by continuous
mappings.

15. DOMAINS
15.1. A domain is a connected open set in a
topological space, A domain which is homeomorphic to
a domain of the complex plane {thus including domains
of the complex plane) is called a planar domain.
15.2. The principle of invariance of domains is
as follows? If A and B are subsets of the complex plane

Z,

and if f :A->B is a homeomorphism between A' and B where

A and B have their relative topologies in Z, then
f(A°)=B° and f(A - AQ)=B - B° where A°, B° are the
interiors of A and B taken in Z. In particular, if A is
a domain plus its boundary, then B is also a domain plus
its boundary, with the domains and boundaries respectively
corresponding under the homeomorphism,
15.3. If the boundary of a planar domain is a
Jordan curve, then it is called a Jordan domain. It can
be shorn that any two Jordan domains are homeomorphic,
and further, if

and D2 are any two Jordan domains, x

any point in D^, y any point in Dg, then there exists a
homeomorphism f:D-j-^D2 such that f{x)=y. For other
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properties of Jordan domains, and the proofs of these
properties, the reader-is referred to Newman

4 «

15.4* In the main body of this work, most domains
under consideration mil be planar domains, hence the
modifier «planarR will be omitted where no confusion
will be caused*

16; IDENTIFICATION
l6;l; Let X be a topological space and let its
points be divided/into equivalence classes* That is, to
each point x in X there corresponds an equivalence class
x# which. contains xj in effect, the space X is divided
into disjoint subsets* Let X* be the collection of all
such equivalence classes* Then there is a natural
mapping f:X—>X* which maps each xeX into the equivalence
class which contains it* Then if we assign to X* the
strongest topology (i.e* the topology having the most
open sets) which makes the mapping f continuous, we have
made X* a topological-space and we call this space the
result of identifying all points of X which are in the
same equivalence class*
l6«2* The topology induced on X* above is easily
shown to be that resulting by defining an open set in X*
to be any set whose complete inverse image is open in:X*
16.3* A particular application of the identification
process which is used quite frequently in the next
chapter deserves special mention. Let the space X consist
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of two distinct closed triangles

At

and

A2

complex plane in the relative topology. Let

of the

Y#

be a

side, including the two bounding vertices, of A., and Y2
a similar side of

Ai* Both Y, and Y2 are Jordan arcs,

and hence are homeomorphic. Choose any homeomorphism,
cps

Yj“^\«

If

x e Y,,

let

be the equivalence class

containing as and ^(x) 6 V2e Thus the equivalence class

e Y2 also contains cp~'(x). For any other
x€Z, i,e. xj. Y, dY2 let x* contain only x» Then it can
easily be shown that Xr resulting here by identifying Y,
and Y2 is actually a set homeomorphic to a closed
quadralateral of the plane, with Yt and Y2 corresponding
containing x

to a diagonal*

CHAPTER II
SURFACES
1* DEFINITION OF A TWO DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLD
A topological space X is a two dimensional manifold
if and only if it is ITausdorff, connected, and If there
exists a covering: of X by open sets Gx, Xe A , such that
in tine relative topology of GXC X, each Gx is homeomorphic
to a disc |tx|<l of the complex tx-plane« Any such open
set Gx will be called a disc neighborhood of any of its
points* .

■

2* DISC HBIGHBORHOODS
If x is any point of a two dimensional manifold X,
then by the above definition sc € Gx for some disc
neighborhood Gx« If Gx is homeomorphic to the disc
Tx: | tx|< 1, and by this homeomorphism sc is mapped Into
tx —

aeT^i then we can find a homeomorphic mapping of

the disc Tx upon a disc T^ ? | t|i<l which carries tv= a
into t£= 0 (see I, 15«3)« That is, for any point x e X
we can find an open set Gx which is homeomorphic to a
disc I.WKi such that the homeomorphism carries x into
t£ = 0.

Here, as in what follows, homeomorphissis between

sets of X and sets on a complex tx-plane are -understood
to be in terms of the relative topologies of the sets
on X and the disc in the complex tx-plane (see I, §6}6
If Gx is any disc neighborhood in X and Tx:ltxl<l is
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a disc of the tx-plane hoiaeomorphic to Gx, then in Tx
we can find a countable base of open discs (see I, §5),
taking for example all discs \t% - r\cp where r is any
rational point in T

and p is any rational radius with

the restriction that p be small enough so that the
resulting disc is contained in Tx* But then by the
homeomorphism Gx<—> T , these discs correspond to open
sets in Gx, and since Gx is open, these sets are in fact
open in X* That is, a countable base of disc neighborhoods
can be determined for each Gx. This gives us

MIMA 2*1* A connected Bausdorff space is a two
dimensional manifold if and only if it admits a base of
disc neighborhoods.
Another immediate result of the above is that if
the index set A

in the definition of §1 is countable,

then there exists a countable base for X, i.e. X will
then be separable (see I, §9)«
Under the homeomorphism cp$Gx—»TX of a disc neigh¬
borhood Gx on X to a disc Tx t |txKl of the complex tx -plane
a set FCG* is closed in the relative topology on Gx if
and only if ^p(F) is closed in the relative topology on
Tx* However, it is very useful to be able to conclude
that F is in addition closed in X if

C

P(F) is closed in

the entire tx-plane* For example, if

Cp0?)=tfcx| |t„|si}.
The following lemma justifies such conclusions.

LEHMA 2,2. If G is a disc neighborhood of a two
dimensional manifold X, homeomorphie to a disc li ltI<1,
of the complex t-plane under the mapping 9;G-»T, and
if A is any set, AC G„ such that <P{AlCT, then ACG.
where the closures are taken in the entire t-plane and
■X respectively,
PROOF: Since ’ <p"(A)"C T, it is a closed bounded
subset of the complex plane and is therefore compact.
But then j* B = ^"'(^(A)) is also compact and since S is
a Hausdorff space, B is closed. How cp(A)C cp (A), hence
ACB, and thus XCBCG* q,o*d*
To show that this lemma need not hold if we do
not require a two dimensional manifold to be Hausdorff,
consider the following example,
EXAMPLE. let the space X consist of the open disc
Z — [z \ laid] of the complex s«plane plus one additional
point designated by G*. Define a topology on X by means
of a base *£ of open sets B(x,p) as follows:
If a0ez, let B(s0,p)= {s e Z | \z * z0l< p} be a
set in © for all real p , 0<p£l.
Let B(0* fp) — {p*} u {.2 £ Z \ 0<|s|<p} be a set in /£>
for all real p, 0<p^l*
Then TB covers X and the intersection of any two
sets of © can be written as the union of sets in 1BS so
B indeed forms a base for a topology on X*
Clearly, points are closed in X, hence X is at least
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a T-j_ space, but no two disjoint open sets may be found
to separate 0 and 0? , hence X is not Hausdorff (I, 4*2)
The sets B{ 0,1} and B(G*,1) are connected and
intersect, therefore their union, which is X itself, is
a connected space (I, 12*3)*
For any xeX, the open set B(x,p) for any

p

is

a disc neighborhood of.x in the sense of the definition
of paragraph 1*
Therefore, X satisfies all the requirements of the
definition of a two dimensional manifold except that it
is not a Hausdorff space*.Yet-lemma 2*2 fails for this
space as can be seen by setting G = B(0,1), A = B{0}|),
then

t=

C0*}u

1 I21<£}<£G.

3* TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF TWO DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS
A two dimensional manifold is by definition a
Hausdorff space* However, the assumption of this property
is enough to prove a considerably stronger separation
property of the space. This, along with several other
immediate results are summarised in the following
theorem*
THEOREM 1. A two dimensional manifold X is a
completely regular space and is locally connected,
locally arcwise connected, arcwise connected, and
locally compact*
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PROOF? To show that X is completely regular, let
x0 he any point of X and F any closed set in F such that-

x0$

F. The

lemma 2.1

X
m

- F is an open set containing

xQt

and from

can find a disc neighborhood, C0, with

G0CX - F. Let Gc be homeomorphic to the disc

T0: \t\<l

of the complex t-plane under the mapping cp;G0-»T0

vrxth

xQ mapping to t = 0* Finally set
F=£t | lt|^|}
and

;■
H= ?■'(¥),

Then from lemma 2.2y

HCG0$

and is closed* Now

defining the real valued function f:X-*[p*3.1 by
f
Vw

f (x) = 2 |cp{3c)|

=1

xsiT
X

£ X — II,

we see that f(x) is continuous for all x in the open
set X - H. Further, the function giTo-^[0,i] defined by
g(t) = f [^"'(t)] , which reduces to
*g(t)=2|t|
=1
is continuous in T0 and since
f (x) ==g [cp (x)]

tp

t€V
t £T0 -

is a homeomorphism,

is continuous in the open set G0.

Therefore, f(x) is continuous in G0u(X - H) =X,
f (x0) = 0, and f(x)=l for xeFCX - G0o But this means
that X is a completely regular space (see I, 4o4).
To complete the proof of theorem 1, we note that if
U is any neighborhood of a point x0£X, we can find a
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disc neighborhood G0C U about x0 such that G0C U and
GT0

is homeomorphic to a closed disc of the complex

t-plane•
A disc of the complex plane is connected and
arcwise connected and since these properties are
preserved by homeomorphisms, G0 is likeMse. Therefore
X is locally connected and locally arcvrf.se connected,
A locally arcwise connected space which is connected
is also arcwise connected (see I, 14.4)*
Finally, a closed disc of the complex plane is
compact, and hence G0 must also be compact. Therefore
X is locally compact (I, 10.5), and the proof of theorem
1 is complete.

4. THE PRUFER MANIFOLD
As Mil be shorn presently, the addition of the
requirement that a two dimensional manifold be separable
is sufficient to prove that the manifold is normal. The
question then immediately arises as to whether or not
a two dimensional manifold as defined above might be
separable as a result of the definition. An example
which answers this question is due to Prufer, and is
given by Rado [5].
EXAMPLE. A manifold X Mil be constructed out of
sections of the complex a-plane and of sections of a
non-countable number of complex a*-planes, one for each
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real <*.. These distinct sections will be "pieced together"
so as to produce a connected space X which retains the
usual topology of the complex plane in each of the
"pieces"* The result mil then be a non-separable two
dimensional manifold*
Let the space X consist of the set
(2)

.H= {z |

and the sets
(3)

.Pe<=ta*| i)(O>0 and la* -oc|.<l}

where oc may take on all real values and

z

and the z^s

are complex numbers on separate complex planes. The half
plane II and the interiors of the half discs D* vri.ll be
given the usual topology of the complex plane. To define
the topology on X we will specify a base of open sets

©.

For any XQ in II, all sets
(4)

B(x0,f)= {zeH| l2.-3c0l<p}

•will be in © where

p

is real and 0<

p ^ D(x0) .

The

intersection of any two such sets can be represented as
the union of sets in (4). In fact, these sets induce the
usual topology on the open half plane H.
For anyx0eD
(5)
vri.ll be in

such that

8{x0,/>)= £ZM£.D*|
13 , when

p

|xG ■** <x|< 3., the sets
1-Boc * 3c0.l<p}

,

is real and

0<p^ min [i)(x0), 1 - |x0
The intersection of any tiro such sets can be written
as the union of sets of (5). The usual topology ha3 been
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induced on the interior of each half disc Doc. It should
be noticed that a basic set of (5) can never intersect
a basic set of (4) and two sets of (5) can intersect
only if they are in the same D«xi

"

It remains now to connect the half plane H with
the half discs Doc. This is done by defining the basic
neighborhoods in 23 of the points x e Dot for which
|x ~|•= 1,
In order to define these sets, we consider for each
real oc a mapping g*. of the half plane H onto the
!f

scalloped,f half plane
.
>0
Ho<={s^| &{%<*)
and |3oc-<xl>l}?

the mapping

being defined by

•

|g«{s) «oc|= Is -ocl-tl

(6) *
L

argjg^s) -°{l = arg(s -«)f

This mapping is clearly a homeomorphism.
How.if %€and

\XQ *»ot|s 1, then the basic

neighborhoods of x0 in
(7)

will be defined by

B{x0,p) = (s^eD^I |s*- x0|<f}

where

p

is real and 0

u

{s £H| lg*(s) - x0|<p}

<p £ £ (x0)»

The sets of (7) way most easily be thought of
as the discs Is* - x0|

<p

of the open naif plane H«.u D«_.

They then define the usual topology upon this half plane
when taken together with the sets of (4) and (5).
Therefore the intersection of any two sets of (7) which
have the same

ots or the■intersection of any set of (7)
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with a set of (4) or (5) can be represented as the union
of sets of a
Finally, any. two sets of (7) associated with
different cx.*s intersect in an open set in H if they
intersect at all. But such a set can be written'ad the
union of sets of

"ZB,

therefor the sets of

ZB

form a

base for a topology on X,
The basic neighborhoods of Z8 are all disc neighbor¬
hoods in the sense of §1, and further, X=U«D0<uH is
connected, since for each oc, B*uB is homeomorphic to
the half plane Hot and hence is connected, it remains
only to show that

X

is a Hausdorff space to prove that

X is a two dimensional manifold.
£et Xj. ,xg be any two points of X, Then three cases
can be distinguished,

•

First , suppose x^ andx2 are both in HuD« for
some oti Then since 18 induces the usual topology on the
half plane H^uD^ homeomorphic to H uB«, we can find
disjoint open sets containing

and Xg respectively*

Secondly, if one of the points, say x^, is an
interior point of Btx, and Xg e.D«2 with <x,#=a<rz, then
any B(x^,/>) is an open set containing x^ and is contained
in Dof, so any B(X2,/>)CHuD<*z is disjoint from Btx-^p),
Finally, if x^e Doc, , Xg £Dc*2, oe, ^ ocx and \x^ -<x,|= i
1^2

then choose a f, 0</?^ min[^[(x^), J) (xg),

|oC| —Ofj.1 "1

Ji ^ basic neighborhoods B(x^,f) and B(x2,f)
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then contain

and Xg respectively. These neighborhoods

will now be shorn disjoint.
B(xx ,p) and B(Xg,p) can intersect only in points
of H. But if

eB{x^,p) r\B(x2,p), we must have from (6)

for i = 1,2
|2c0 - o^i| = |g*(:H:0)

« 1

^l^(xo) - ^il-f- \x±

1

= 154*0) But then
\&

“CVZ| <|3?0 -OC.H- \2£0 ~C*J

^ 2p
and this is impossible since p ms chosen less than
llod'-Q'il . Therefore B(x^,p) and B(xg,p) must be disjoint
and X is thus a Hausdorff space. We have thus shorn that
X is a two dimensional manifold.
The Friifer Manifold is, however, not separable,
for any base would have to include neighborhoods from
every Doc, and thus would have to include a non-countable
number of such neighborhoodsi
5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE PREFER MANIFOLD
The Prufer Manifold is, as a result of theorem 1,
completely regular. In this paragraph, it will be shown
that the Prufer Manifold is however not normal, thus
showing that theorem 1 cannot be extended further.
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If X is th© Prufer Manifold, and D* is any one of
the "half-discs" of X, vie vrilll denote by F* the set of
boundary points of IWV That is,
(8)

P«=X^e»oc|

Then we have
U8MA 5*1. If A is any set of real numbers, then
UoteAFoc is closed in X.
PROOF. For any oe# the sets D«. - F^ and D«.uH are
open in X. Thus, if vie denote by A! the set of all
reals not in A, the sets

G*= U«.»tD« - FJ
0A'= H

u

U«,'fD«u H)

are open and thus

'

ULA = 2

will be closed.

fGAo oA.)

q*e.d.

For each real <*, denote by p* the point in D<* for
which
z«=oc+ i,
then poce F«. N0V7 consider any basic open set
about p* [§4, (7)].

,p)

Denote by Htp*,p) the part of

B jp^jf) common to H. It is now necessary to investigate
the form of the sets H(p^,p).
If vie set for any se H
0=arg(a*9C),

r-lz — oc|

then the set Hip^jp) will be given by the condition
|(r + l)eie - i|<P

•which may bo reduced to the condition
(9)

sln0>^ + ^r^.

The derivative of the right hand member of (9) with
respect to r is
1 1 - P2

\ _ 2 «?' -g^+frJT ■

which is positive for all rs G providing 0
Further, the R.H.M. of (9) is equal to 1 if r= p*
Therefore the domain N (p* 9p) defined by {9) for any p,
Q</>£1, will be of height ps symmetric about the
line lR.{z)- ocf and, considered upon the usual complex
plane, the sets H(|^ sf) for any fixed p mil be
identical in sise and shape and.will differ only in
their location along the real axis.
Finally, it should be noted that

if fi -Z fcr
We may now prove
LEI'MA 5.2. let A be any set of real numbers and A*
its complement. Set F= UetcAFa and E= UCCEA'FOC. Then if
there exist dis.joint open sets U and Y in X such that
FCP and SCF. and if A* is everywhere dense, then A is
a set of the first categoary.
PROOF. For every oi, the point p^ (see above) is in
either E or F and hence in either tJ or ¥. In either case
seme £>0 must exist such that B(pc<

) CU or V. Choose

such a jo for each <x.
For a =1,2,3, .• « define
An ~ ^ A I foe —
Then A = (J^n the lemma will be proved by showing
that each An is nowhere dense (see 1, 11.1).
Suppose kn is not nowhere dense. Then there exists
some interval of the reals in which An is dense..Since
A* is everywhere, dense, m can find a real number, <*0eA*
which is i& the interior of;this interval. Then as shown
above, we see that if y is any number 0 <y < pUoS there
exists a ,5= S(y)>0 such that all s of the fora'
s = xi-iy,. oi0^ S<x-cod0-i-5
are in How choose y0 less than both jo, and
l/n and find the corresponding

as above. Since An

was assumed, dense in the interval including oc0 as an
interior point, we can find an cx, e
Then the point

20=<x,-f

such that lex, ■» oca\<c §o.

iy0 is in H(^,jg)cU since

jf^(^ l/n>y0* But also z0 e H (|>*ojJgo) C¥ by the choice of &o,
and this is a contradiction' since by assumption U and ¥
are disjoint*.
Thus An must be nowhere dense for each n, and hence
A — Un~ An is the union of a countable number of nowhere
dense sets# i*© * A is of the first category, which
proves the.lemma. .
From this lemma m may prove;
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IEMMA 5.3« The Prufer Manifold is not normal*
PROOF. Let A be the set of all rational numbers and
A3 its complement, the irrationals. Setting F = Lke&Foc.
and E = U^e^'Foc, w© have by lemma 5.1 that E and F are
closed sets. Further, E and F are disjoint since
Do(,/> D^= 0 if oc^'X-x*
Therefore, if the Prufer Manifold were normal, we
could find disjoint open sets U and ? with F c: D and
EC?. But both A and Ar in this case are everywhere
dense and hence from lemma 5.2, both A and A* would be
of the first category. However this would mean that
AuA}, the space of all real numbers, is also of the
first category, and this is known to be false {see I,
11.2), Therefore the assumption that the Prufer Manifold
is normal must be false, and the lemma is proved,

6, SURFACES
DEFINITION 6.1, A two dimensional manifold will be
called a surface if and only if it is separable.
It was noted in paragraph 2 that a disc neighborhood
on a two dimensional manifold admits a countable base of
disc neighborhoods, and hence if the manifold is covered
by a countable number of disc neighborhoods it is
separable and thus a surface.
If a topological space S is a surface, then it has
a

countable base of some sort. We will now show that a
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surface S will <in fact have a countable base of disc
neighborhoods* If we show that S can be covered by a
countable number of disc neighborhoods, this result
will follow*

,

Let B-^, Bg, 5 *:;* be a countable base on S and let
Ga, xe A
Then

be a covering of S by disc neighborhoods.

.

.

S = Uxe/^
but since the Bn fora a base, for each A
G

X= UBnCQ^U*

Hence if we set

C

.

= £n \ B^CGX for some A]

then
‘

«W>

How for each n £ C, there exists at least one A,
which we call An such that BncO-Xn* But then
S = UnecOxn
and since C is a.subset of the integers, and therefore
countable, the desired result is obtained. We have
thus proved

IEMMA

6.1, A two dimensional manifold is a surface

if and only if it admits a countable base of disc
neighborkoods »

Surfaces are usually characterised as to whether or
not they are compact. The customary names for this
characterisation will be used here.

n
TEFIEITION 6.2. A surface is closed if and only
if it is compact. A surface is•open if and only if it
is not closed,:
The addition of separability to a two
•

;

,

i

'>

.

’ ■

•

dimensional manifold results in other important
properties. We will now show that this is sufficient
to prove normality* Then, as was shorn by Uryshon £7],
we may, in fact, deduce that a surface is metrisable.
THEOREM 2, A surface is normal,
PROOF, Actually what will be proved is that a
regular, separable space is normal* but the proof
will be expressed only in terms of the desired result.
This proof was first given by Tychonoff £63.
Let A and B be two disjoint closed sets on the
surface;iJBs From the sets of a countable base for S
choose two sequences of open sets, and ,
consisting of all sets, G., of the base which have
j* ‘

'

v

j

J

' ; , '

s

; " ‘

points in common with A and whose closure is disjoint
from B, and all sets

which intersect B but whose

closure is disjoint from A, Since the surface is
regular, corresponding to any point in A, there exists
at least one open set of the base containing the point
but whose closure does not intersest B* The same is true
for the points of B with regard to the basic sets not
intersecting A, That is, the G^ cover A and the

cover

m

B. '

AcU£fai*
®0,

H^n A =0, for all ;i.

-

Wow define %= G^, 7^= « G-^, and in general

(10)

Wn^-U^

V»«*u»iThen for each n, Wn and vn are open sets, and so

W«Unt,Wn,: 7= Un~¥a
are also open sets. We 'will now show that W and 7 are
the desired disjoint neighborhoods of A and B»
First, Ac W, since if xe A, then there exists an
n such that x eGn* But for all i, H^n A= 0, and thus from
(111)

r

x e Wa and therefore in W*

In an exactly similar way it can be shorn that

BC7.
Finally we show that WA7= 0* Suppose to the
contrary that x e W o7. Then there exist an n and an m
such that x e 1% and x £ 7a# But then from (IQ)
xeGra,
(11) “
x€Hm,

5

x^E*for all Kay ■
, 1
.
for all k^mu

.'Hoover, either m^n or nf=m, and in either case (11)
gives a contradiction* Therefore Wn7= 0 and the theorem
is proved.

7. DEFINITION OF TRIANGULATION
Xn order to define a triangulation of a surface we
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first introduce some preliminary concepts.
nBPIHmOH 7.1. A domain A of a surface S trill be
called a triangle (and A will be called a closed
triangle) if and only if three distinct, points ai , aa.«
and as are given in A - A

and A is homeomorphic in

the relative topology on S to a closed triangle of
the complex plane, with the points at.

and aa

corresponding under this homeomorphism to the vertices
of the triangle.
From this definition we may note that a triangle
on S is a disc neighborhood in the sense of paragraph 1.
This follow from the fact that a closed triangle on the
plane may be mapped homeomorphically onto a closed disc
and the invariance of domains [4, P* 140 and p. 116^.
DEFINITION 7.2. The distinguished points a». aa..
and S3 in the above definition will be called the
vertices of the triangle A. A subset T of A which maps
to a side , including the two bounding vertices, of a:
triangle in the complex plane under the homeomorphism
described in definition 7*1 will be called a side of
the triangle A.
A side

T

of a triangle

A

is a subset of A- A

and is uniquely determined by specifying the two
vertices of the triangle which are in YV It should be
noted that a side

"Y

of a triangle

A

is homeomorphic

to a closed segment of the real line, that is* Y is
actually a Jordan arc on S having two vertices of A as
its end points*
EGFBJXTIOH 7*3* A finite sequence of disjoint
triangles on S * Ao* A>* «.., Ah will be called a- cycle
if: and only if 1) there exists a point a0 which is a
vertex common to all triangles* 2) for each triangle AK
of the eyele t of the two sides of /W having the vertex
ySo in commony one is common to the triangle Immediately
pfeceeding AK and the other is common to the triangle
,

in the cycle (here m inidef^ *

AH

Otand Ao to immediately suceed An * see figure 1)« and
31 two triangles have only a single side in common if
One-immediately suceeds the other or only a single

o-‘..

point* a0# in common if one does not immediately suceed
the other*
•

If the unit ciraSLe

[z\ £

1

' Of .the complex plane is divided
into n+ 1 sectors by means of
, the same number, of distinct
radii, then each closed triangle
of a cycle

A0, A., . ♦ •, An

can

be. mapped homeomorphically upon Figure l
one of the closed sectors so
that the common vertex is in each case mapped into a = 0
and adjacent sectors correspond to pairs of triangles

having a side incommon* Clearly* by appropriate
stretching, the explicit formulas for which could
easily be given, these homeomorphisms ean be so arranged
that sides common to two triangles of the cycle map to
a single radius, with the same points corresponding
lander both homeomorphisms. Thus, the n + 1 homeomorphisms
td.ll piece together so as to form a single homeomorphism
of UX onto a closed disc.
DEFINITION 7.4* If Ao* A.. *... An is a cycle on
a surface 8 then the set or- of all interior points
of LCAw will be called a star of triangles, or simply,
;'a

.star for shorts
It is easily seen from what was said above that

any star xr on a surface S is a disc neighborhood whpse
Closure is homeomorphic to a closed disc of the complex
plane.
DEFINITION 7*5. A triangulation

of a surface S

is a collection of triangles -M on 8 having the
property that if x is any point of S , then one and only
one of the following conditions holds i

f

a) There exists one and only one triangle An of the
collection such that x e /W
b) There exist precisely two triangles An and.Am of
the collection such that x&Y. a side common to
both, but x is not a vertex of either and AnnAw,
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is only the single side Y«
c) There exists a unique cycle of triangles of the
collection such that x is the vertex common to
all triangles of the cycle,
REMARKS* From this definitions it is easily seen
that the collection

of all closed triangles of °S

will cover S since every point of S is either an interior
point of some triangle or else is a boundary point of at
least two* Also it should be
noted that two distinct
triangles of °S can intersect
only in a single -common side
or a common vertex* To each Fi gure !
vertex of a triangle in

there corresponds a star about

this vertex* The collection of all such stars thus will
form an open covering of S.
Finally, we observe that the requirement that each
vertex be common to only a finite number of triangles
cannot be deduced from the remainder of the definition.
'

'

tT.i C?F^

Figure 2 indicates a method of dividing a region into
triangles so as to satisfy all the requirements of
definition 7*5 except that one point is common to an
infinite number of triangles.
DSFIIJITIQI'I 7*6* A finite collection of txio or more
triangles A0, Ai * «*•■»*■ An of a triangulation vdll be
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AP and An

called a chain connecting
k=

0, 1,

>»», n «■»

-1

if and only if for

we have AKQAK+I = YK« a side common

to both AK and AK+>»

In particnlars any cycle may be considered a chain
joining a triangle to itself.
We will now prove an important lemma which justifies
the notation used in definition

7»5*

XMMMA 7* 1» If Ao and Ao are any two triangles of
a triangulation
a chain

of a surface

A0= AKc, AK,,

connecting Ao and

,,,<AKn=Ao

8,

then there exists
of triangles of ‘T

hi ,

PROOF, Choose a point

aeA0

and a point b

e Ao»

Then since the surface is arc wise connected (§3, theorem

1),

we can find a path
x — f (t) s

O^t^l

joining a and b, That is, f(t) is a continuous, one-to-one
mapping of the unit interval into S such that f(0) = a
and f(1)= b.
But this path is then a compact set on S since it
is the continuous image of a compact set {I,

13,7)*

Therefore from the covering of S by stars, we can choose
a finite number of stars

07,

tr^, ,,, ,u^

which cover the

path.
We can assume without loss of generality that the
path does not passs through a vertex of any triangle,

for if it did, such a vertex would have to be at the
"center^ of, one of the stars, and the path could be
altered slightly in a neighborhood of this point so
as not to pass through this vertex.
How set

t0=

SUp{t | f(t) £

Ao},

then f(t0) will be a point on a side

common to both

A0 and another triangle AklCU,*or*
Continuing in this fashion we can find a sequence

Ak(, AKz»

of triangles
0<t0<t^ <

»** , and a sequence of numbers

<1 such that

Ak.CU£,qr

for

each i,

and f(ti) is a point ,(not a vertex) of a side ~\i common
to both

AKL

and AkUl, Further, f(t)^AKl

However, Uj£\

t> t*.

contains only a finite number of

distinct triangles, hence the sequence of triangles
Ak,» AKj? ...

must terminate in some triangle Akn. But

since f(l) £ A0,, we must have in fact Akn= Ao
Sequence Ae, Ak(,

A0

The

is thus the required chain,

and the proof of the lemma is complete,
LEMMA 7,2. If ,tT is any triangulation Of a surface
S, then ^ consists of at most a finite or countable
number of triangles,
■/-'■■'.■■■PROOF. Choose any triangle from

call this

This triangle will have three distinct sides, each of
which is common to another triangle of
A, , Az , and A3

0

. Gall these

and call the collection of all four

«
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triangles

Jv»

We will now define by induction successive
collections of triangles ^s having the
properties
a) For each n, Jn consists of a finite number
of triangles of CS,
b) Any triangle of

which can be joined to A0

by a chain of n+1 or fewer triangles will be in
The collection % - {*& 0clearly satisfies these
two properties, since the only chains of length two
which start with A0 consist of A0 and one of the three
triangles haring a side in common with A0«
How ^assume that c3n._, has been chosen .with the
propeties a) and b). Let <3rV consist of all triangles
■■■*■)

■

’

<

of, 3f, t-Mch are either in

•

’

■

or. have ,a side in common

x-jith a triangle of cXl_, * Then if

consisted of H

triangles, there are at most 3H sides among these
triangles and hence %x mil consist of at most H-^Hr-ijH
triangles. Hence °Sn satisfies the property a),
Let A/ be any triangle of

which can be joined to

ho by a chain of length n+1 or less, and let
A0J AK, 5 « • « » A

, A

be such a chain. Then by neglecting A, we see that
in this chain is joined to A0 by a chain of at most n
triangles. That is, Art must be in

c

Tn_l * But A/ has a

side in common with A”, and thus is in ■<Tn V Therefore
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satisfies property b) also*
Set

■

' '

■ 'ZvZ

.. '

:

'

'

T*= U“, X ■ , • .
Then because of property a) , fj* consists of at most a
countable number of triangles of ^ and if we can show
that <T*D<T, the proof of the.lemma will be complete.
However, if A' is any triangle in ‘T , then by
lemma 7.1 'we can find a chain of finite length, say IT,
Joining Ae and A;i But then because of property b),
b!e.\SJii-i ..-‘f! and hence

A^T*.

q.e*d* ■

■ Figure 3 illustrates a triangulation of
the surface of a tetrahedron in which the edges of the
tetrahedron correspond to sides of triangles* Figure 4
illustrates a similar triangulation for the surface of
an octahedron.

/>z / /
/
/
z[//I z

\L/ y
/y-\
/ A /
A
/ A A
/
A /
A A A\A
:

F i g ure 3

Figure 5

Both of these polyhedra are homeomorphic to a sphere
and hence the triangulations illustrated may also be
thought of as triangulations of a sphere *
Figure 5 illustrates a method of triangulating the
open (punched) plane. If this plane were mapped homeo-
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4

morphically upon the interior of a disc [ , p. 14^1
then the triangles shown would map to a set of triangles
which would constitute a triangulation of the interior
of the disc.

8. TRIANGULABILITY OF A SURFACE
At no point of the previous paragraph was the
separability of a surface used. That is, all the
definitions and theorems of paragraph 7 would have been
equally true on a two dimensional manifold instead of
a surface. Indeed, a proof of lemma 7*2 using the
separability of the surface would be much simpler.
The following theorem sho\-;s the reason for giving
all definitions of paragraph 7 in terms of a surface.

THEOREM 3* A triangulation can exist upon a two
dimensional manifold if and only if it is a surface.
PROOF. First, assume that a two dimensional manifold
X has been triangulated. Then from lemma 7.2, we see
that the triangulation consists of a countable number
of triangles. But then X is covered by the collection
of all stars of triangles and this collection is also
countable. Since each star is a disc neighborhood and
hence covered by a countable base (see §2), X is
separable and therefore a surface*
To prove the remainder of the theorem, namely that
a surface can be triangulated, requires more care. The
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following proof is doe to T* Rad6 [51*
In order to complete the proof# the following
lemma is needed*
LBM'IA 3*1* On any surface S there exists a countable
covering of S by disc neighborhoods {6i}£,

such that

each G± is homeomorphie to a closed disc of the complex
plane and if. for each i,

- G^ is the boundary

of G-?. then for all n

FnnUr.'!Fi
consists of at most a finite number of points,
PROOF* Since S is separable, there exists a countable
collection of disc neighborhoods covering it. But any
disc neighborhood may be written as the union of a
countable number of disc neighborhoods contained in it.
Hence, there exists a countable covering of S by
disc neighborhoods such that for each n there
exists a disc neighborhood Bn ^th BjjC&n. and each
is homeomorphie to a closed disc. To prove the lemma,
we will choose a disc neighborhood Gn foi* each n such
that f^CGa and (*aC%* Then the Gn td.ll certainly cover
$, and the lemma will be proved if the Gn can be chosen
so that their boundaries intersect in at most a finite
number of points*
First , set Gx=®l*
hypothesis that

GI9

assumQ

the inductive

Ga^shave been chosen satis-*

fying the requirements of the lemmas
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Lot g:Bn->Z be tlie function mapping Dn homeomorphically onto the unit disc Z: |a| <1 of the complex
plane * For each i<rn, set %=rg(F^)? the image of the
portion of the boundary of Gj. common to Dn» Then by the
inductive hypothesis* the set of all points common to
more than one of the

is finite. Further, g(lfn) is

a closed set in Z* Hence there exists an r0, 0<ro< 1,
such that the set
A = {s eZ | r0c\si< 1}
contains no points common to more than one R^ and
contains no points of g(Fn),
How if we can find a simple closed Jordan curve J,
contained in A* which includes s = 0 in its interior
domain, and such that J has only a finite number of
points in common with Ui=',R^} then, calling B the
interior domain of J, we mil have g“'(B)= Gn, a disc
neighborhood satisfying the lemma* And by induction,
the lemma will be proved*
Let r be the circle |a| = |(r04-l), in A. For all
0

<

6 ^ 2XY9

If

call ae = l(r0+ l)©1® .
f ur.Ri., then, since each R^ is closed

relative to A, there exists some disc
Ue= {z\ la - z6\<
with 0<

PQ') ,

- r0), about ae such that U© intersects

none of the R^,
If ae eR^. for some k<n (it can be in at most one),
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then there; exists some disc
Ve={s 1 |.z - s6l< /J}, ■
with 0 <p6< 1(1 - r0) $ about se which intersects none of
the R’i with i^k* How by the inductive hypothesis,

is

homeomorphic to segments of the boundary of a disc
neighborhood* Therefore, in the neighborhood of se, Rjc
is a Jordan arc in A. Hoover, in the neighborhood of,
any point, a Jordan arc is unbarred

in the sense that

we can find a disc
Ue~{z\ Is ~ s6i < 5©},
with 0 < 8e< fB, such that any two points of Ue can be
connected by a Jordan arc in ?© having at most two
points in common with B^* One point vd.ll suffice unless
both given points are on

£4» p« 1601*

The collection of discs U6 coyers P , but P is a
compact set, hence there exists a finite number of the
tJ@ covering P * From this finite collection we can choose
a sequence of discs

with 0 ^8, < 6* < •*♦ < Qm< 2TT and such that for any k,
is not contained in the union of U©i for i^k, but
with U^Uei still covering P *
We can now choose m points of P, z^, Zg,

. , zm

with
I
3

m ^emn U©,«

=

1J

2, oo» , m •• 1
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Then there exists a Jordan are J^ in U0l (or Ve.
ze-x

e Uj"', R^) joining

z

±-\

and

z

±

if

nnd passing through z6i

for i = l, 2, ... , m (where vie consider zQ= za) j each

Un-i

....

„

w

»»»*

How consider the closed path K formed by piecing
together the m arcs J^, ... , Ja. Let

i=l, 2, ... ,

be the segments of this arc joining z6i and z6.^, passing
through s^ and remaining in U0l and Ue-tH

(or the

corresponding V?s). Then as z traverses the arc

from

z0i to zei+l its argument must increase by

pins

0^,- ©i

possibly some multiple of 2TT. But Kj_ is contained in
two circular discs which do not contain the origin,
hence A. arg z < 2rr. Thus

Aarg z on

is

0i+» * ©i •

Hence if z traverses IC from 0, to ©m, arg z
increases by ©m- ©i . Hox? 0< ©„,** 0, < 2TT, and as above,
if z traverses K from 0»to ©(, passing through zm, then
arg z increases by less than 2TT. Hence if z traverses
the complete closed path K from 0» back to
must increase by some multiple of

2TT,

0 < Aarg z < 2TT+2TT=
hence arg z

0i, arg z

but
4TT,

increases by exactly 2TT, i.e, the path K

circles z = 0 exactly once.

The path K has only a finite number of points in
common xdth U”J.'R^, but it may not be simple. However
we can construct a simple closed Jordan curve J from K
merely by discarding any closed loops of K. Since these
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closed loops will be contained entirely in a Ue. or
VQ.

and thus do not encircle s =0, the Jordan curve J

will still circle, s =Qo That is, a =0 will be contained
in E , the interior domain of J, and since JcK, it has ,
at most a finite number of points in common with U"=''|R^»
Thus the proof of the lemma is complete. , ,
Completion of Proof of Theorem 3. If S is any surface
let

{G^HI

ke

a

countable collection of disc neighbor¬

hoods satisfying the requirements of lemma $.1, and
such that there is no n such that GnCG^ for any i>n*
This last condition can.; always be achieved by
discarding from the collection any such disc neighbor¬
hoods*
A sequence of polygons P> will now be constructed
covering S. Let P*•= G^« How the boundary of G^ intersects
the boundary of G2 in at most a finite number of points,
and further the boundary of Gj_ is not contained in Gg
because of the condition mentioned above * Thus the
boundary of G^ forms, at most, a finite number of cross
cuts of the domain G2» That is, Gg

t&j/will consist of

a finite number of disjoint
simply connected domains, i.e.
disc neighborhoods which we call

P*, ... , p£ [4, P. I0d],
see figure 6.
Similarly, for any n, we Fiqare 6
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have a finite number of disjoint disc neighborhoods
P", P", tv* j Pj^ which compose Gn -UjKSy*
Continuing in this maimer, we define a countable
number of such polygons Py such that each Pj is a
closed disc neighborhood and

Uttu£,F/.« iXfft-s, •
Hoting that the boundary of any P™ is a compact
set, and thus mil be covered by for some finite
n0> we see that

P™

will have points in common with at

most the finite number of the

with i i n0« But the

boundary of Pjm is a Subset of the boundaries of Gy,
i = m, hence the boundary of P,™ is divided into a finite
number of segments, each common to precisely one other
polygon, by a finite number of points^ each common to
at most a finite number of other polygons*
Then, by considering each polygon mapped onto a
unit disc, and drawing radii to
each of the last mentioned
points, each polygon can be
decomposed into a finite number
of triangles satisfying the
postulates of a triangulation*
See figure 7« Thus, the surface
S may be decomposed into a countable number of triangles
forming a triangulation of S*

q«a*d*

The proof of theorem 3 may be simply modified to

4$
give the following result.
COROLLARY 3»1» Lot

Jgj «»«

bo 8 funite or

countable collection of Jordan arcs and curves on a
surface S and a^» ag» *»

be a finite or countable

collection of points on .the surface with the properties
that

(1) all end points of the arcs J^ and all

intersections of the Jj_ are among the collection {a^ ,
12) ifK is any con^ct Sat , .qn_8,,,.then.K.ejmtains nt;

most a finite number of points of the collection -j~a£|-,
and (3) if K is as above then K intersects at most a
§-

finite number of the J.|» Then there exists a
triangulation of S in which the points a^s ag,

.

will all be vertices of the triangulation and every
point on one of the arcs

will be on a side of one

of the triangles of the triangulation ,
PROOF, In the proof of lemma G»1 above, the initial
requirements can easily be modified so as to have a
sequence of disc neighborhoods
and corresponding to each

Bg,

covering S

a disc neighborhood D^

such that % is homeomorphic to a closed disc of the
complex piano

and with B^C D^,

Then j during the construction of the sets Gn,
n =1, 2, •

9

the set (Ui. J^) u ( Uu^f) will satisfy

all the requirements of

U, hence we can cover S

by a countable collection of disc neighborhoods
G^, 1 = 1, 2, „<,« , such that for any n the boundary
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of Gn has at most a finite number of points in common
with the boundaries of the G^, ± = 1, 2, . , n - 1,
and also at most a finite number of points in common
with the
A sequence of polygons

may now be constructed

as in the proof of theorem 3* These polygons may then
be further decomposed by the ares J^. Each

is a

compact set and hence will be decomposed into at most
a finite number of polygons by the collection of the
Further s at most a finite number of the a^ Mil be
interior to each of the resulting polygons P7.-5

and hence

may be joined to the boundary of the polygon by Jordan
arcs in such a way as to further decompose each
polygon into at most a finite number of new polygons
so that any segments of the arcs J^ interior to a P(J
will be on the boundaries of the new polygons.
In this my a

n

polygonaliaation” of S is produced

in which all points of the

Mil be boundary points

of at least two adjacent polygons and such that all of
the ai are on the boundaries of the polygons, only a
finite number being on the boundary of any one. This
countable number of polygons may then be decomposed into
triangles as in the proof of" theorem 3 to give the
required triangulation of S.
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9* PROPERTIES OF 'TRI ANGULATIONS
In paragraph 8 it was shorn that any surface canbe triangulated and that if a two dimensional manifold
can be triangulated, then it is a surface, In this ,
paragraph, it''will be shorn that in a very real sense,
a triangulation is a surface# First, however, we must
clarify What we mean by a triangulation Without reference
to an underlying surface,
DEFINITION 9,1,. A triangulation scheme is a finite
or countable collection of point triples
'll ^

»

a

iz#

a

i3^

i=l> 2, «#•

called triangles of the scheme, each consisting of three
distinct, vertices of a finite or countable collection
of abstract vertices {a^}, with the collection of
triangles being such that:
a) Each pair of distinct vertices a^, a^,

appears

in none of the triangles or precisely two of the
triangles of the scheme,
b) Each vertex ag^ appears in only a finite number
(grater than two) of triangles of the collection which
form a star of triangles about 1,0, if
in n triangles. then there are n vertices

ai,

appears
s

, . •.,

such that these n triangles may be v/ritten
^ai0»ai,»aij» ^ai0»ai/ai^ 9
(see figure 1, page 34),
c) Any two triangles of the scheme can be .joined by
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a finite chain of triangles of the scheme, i„e* a
sequence of triangles of the scheme such that each
triangle has a pair of vertices in common with the

'

triangle immediately nreceeding it in the ~seauence
,and a pair (because of (a) ; a different -pair) in common
with the triangle iimaedlately sueeeding it In the

’

sequence»

REMARKS* If we are given a triangulation of a
surface* then we can-write down the associated triang*
ulatiqn scheme, using the vertices of the triangles
on the surface as the vertices' of the triangles'" of" ‘
the scheme. That is, a triangulation of a surface

- -

determines a trianguiation schema * The required properties
of the scheme follow immediately from the properties
of a triangulation (see §7)*

EXMPIES.

The tetrahedral triangulation of the

sphere (figure 3, page 40} has the scheme
(a,b,c} (a,b,d) (a,c,d) (b,c,d)*
The (open) complex plane, a = x + iy, can be
triangulated as in figure 5, page 40 by a triangulation
having the scheme
[n+im, n4i(i+l), (n
jn+im,

+1)

+ i(m

+1)1

(n+l)+im, (n -frit) +i(m +1)]

where nsm =0, ±1,±2, • .
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DEFINITION 9.2* Two triangulations of a_sigfaggL_j^
3urfaco3 are said to be schematically isomorphic if
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the
vertices of their respectlve schemes which carries - ,
triangles into triangles* '

■

■

v -^.

■. LEMA _ 9*1* A trlahgulation scheme determines a
Stirface; “nnimielv up to a homeomorphism♦ and a triangu¬
lation upon this surface, unique up to a schematic
isomorphism.,
.PROOF. For each triangle Ti of the scheme construct
a triangle hi on a complex t3-plane. Identify correspond¬
ing vertices of these triangles, and ’where two triangles
of the scheme have a pair of points in common, identify
the corresponding sides of,the triangles . Ai and Aj.
The result mil be a connected space because of (c) in
definition 9.1, and is covered by a countable number of
disc neighborhoods corresponding to the stars of (b) in
definition 9«1« Thus we have constructed a surface S with
a triangulatioh T upon it* Suppose hoover S? is another
surface with a triangulation T7 schematically isomorphic
to T• Then each closed triangle of T/ can be mapped
homeomorphicaily upon the corresponding closed triangle
of tf, and indeed, in such a fashion that these homeomorphisms coincide on common sides of
common sides of T» Thus

which map to

is homeomorphic to S, or the

surface S is determined by the triangulation scheme only
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to within a homaomorphism.
This method of construction produces a triangulation
upon the resulting surface which is unique only up to
homeomorphic mappings of the surface... However, if a
surface S with triangulation

is mapped homeomorphically

upog a surface S* then the collection of triangles T
are mapped into a collection of triangles

c 1

5' forming

a triangulation of S’, But then, from definition 9,2,

°S' and T i-jill be schematically isomorphic,
DEFINITION 9 3
*

*

A triangulation

is said to be

a refinement of a triangulation T> if and only if every
vertex of % is also a vertex of

and any point of

a side of % is on a side of
EXAMPLE» We can form a refinement of the triangu¬
lation of the sphere given above by introducing a point
e on the side bd and a point f in the interior of the
triangle (b,e,d), The triangle (b,c,d) may be decomposed
into four, while the triangle (a,b,d) is divided into
two new triangles. The scheme of the refinement would
be:
(a,b,c) (a,c,d) {a,d,e) (a,b,e)
(b,c,f) (c,d,f) (d,e,f) (b,e,f).
This triangulation may easily be seen to correspond to
an octahedron (see figure 4* page 40),
We will now prove a lemma concerning the relation
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between two different triangulations of a surface.

%

LEMMA 9.2. If

and

%.

are any two triangulations

Si

of a surface S then there exist two triangulations
and

of S which are schematically isomorphic to °Ti

and *31 respectively and a triangulation

which is a

common ref inement of T/ and Tx ..
PROOF* We first note that if a is any vertex of
a triangulation

3 u-

the star about a, and a,* any

point in the interior of
star

xr'9 on

v~ 9

then we can construct a

the "same subset of S, which is schematically

hoaeomorphic to cr

xr

boundaries of

}

and such that the vertices on the

and or' are identical, but with a}

being the center vertex of c" * The triangulation

j

restating from substituting the triangles of cry for
those of

cr

in 'T will then be schematically isomorphic

to (T« This process may be repeated for a countable
number of the vertices of

T

and mil still result in

a triangulation schematically isomorphic to <T. Bach
vertex need be altered only once, and thereafter will
remain fixed.
We may also note that if a^ and ag are the two
vertices of a triangulation “T which are end points
of a side

lrf-

then the triangulation

resulting by

substituting a Jordan arc, >'/ for "V will be schematically
isomorphic to
the arc

(in fact, schematically identical) if

has end points

and ag, and is contained,
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except for its- end points , in the interior of A^A^
where A, and A2 are the triangles of ‘T with the common
‘ ‘ ■

side "V,

How, given the two triangulations % and ^ of S,
we construct a triangulation

9

schematically

Isomorphic to %, such that
1) no vertex of is on a side of

e

Ti,

2) no vertex of is on a side of T/.
This construction is accomplished in two stages. First
A

we construct a triangulation Ti by altering successively
each vertex of % which is on a side of %>

This may

always be done since the set of all sides of <T2_ is
nowhere dense and thus we can always find a point not
on a side of %. in any neighborhood of a vertex of % ♦
A

Secondly, °Ji may be altered to produce the required
in the following fashion; at each vertex of %. which
lies on a side ^ of ^ we mayyfind a neighborhood of
A-

this vertex which intersects only the one side Y of Ti
and contains no other vertices of

In this

'

1

. ^

neighborhood we may then alter the side Y m that it
'does not pass through any vertices of %» Repeating this
A

process for all vertices of
Will produce a triangulation

which lie on

, we

Si having the properties

(1) and (2) given above. By the preliminary remarks, we
or" /

^ *

see that oi is schematically isomorphic to Sir and further
that‘Ti is schematically isomorphic to %. Thus tf/satisfies
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all of the required properties.*
How let %. be any side of tho triangulation
Then

will have points in common with at most a finite

number of sides of

since Xz is a compact set and <

hence may be covered by a finite number of stars of S■.
Let y/ be any such side Of %

having points in common

with y%» Then X nX. is a compact set, but since no

%' or °Jz can be in X*nYz , we can

vertex of either

find a neighborhood about each point of this set which
contains no points of any other side Of either triangu¬

X n >1

lation* Therefore

ean

be covered by a finite

number of such neighborhoods* In each of these , we can
alter

so that it has at most one point in common

with X * By repeating this process for all other sides
cr ^

of

Ji

*v

which

intersects, vie will obtain a new side

v

n.

Which has at most a finite number of points in common
with' the sides of

<

T/* Further, the substitution of the

side y% for yz will not alter the scheme of the triangulataon

If*

.

Continuing in this fashion we may finally produce
(7^ f

a triangulation

Jz, schematically isomorphic (in fact,

schematically identical since it has the same vertices)
to

and such that any side of Tz has at most a

finite number of points -in common with the sides of
It follows that the sides of

will in turn each have

at most a finite number of points in common with the

„

/
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sides of

And finally, the... properties (1) and (2)

above will still hold true for T/ and ^ 3 since the
vertices of

have not been changed and the alteration

of the sides has been restricted so assnot to pass
through any vertices of % *
But then, the collection of Jordan arcs composing
all sides in %' and <Ta./and the collection of all
vertices in

and

satisfy the hypotheses of

Corollary 3.1 (page -48)*.. The triangulation ‘X which
exists from the conclusions of this corollary is
seen to be by definition a refinement of the triangu¬
lations

and

°sl ,

q,e,&«

10. BORDERED SURFACES
An open disc of the complex plane satisfies the
requirements of a surface, but a closed disc does not.
let the closed disc would seem to be very nearly a
surface. In order to be able to discuss such sets
we will introduce the concept of bordered surfaces.
DEFBITflON 10,1. A bordered surface is a connected
topological space % which may be decomposed into two
disjoint sets, S^SuP. such that;
a) S is a surface.
h) r is a finite or countable collection of disjoint
Jordan curves, P =

UKH<

c) If x is any point of P

In n ^=-0 for n=£m.
then there is a ba.se of

half-disc neighborhoods |HX} about x, that is,
if

x

Is on, say, the Jordan curve TC and H-x is

any one of the half-disc neighborhoods of

x*

then H> is homeomorphic in the relative topology
HACX

to a half-disc
Tx= {tx|

\ tx|

-^l* ^ (tx) ^ Q^"

of the complex tx-Plane, again in the relative
topology. with

x

mapping; to t^= 0 under this

homeemorphisra. Furthermore. this homeomorphism
is such that Tn n Hx corresponds to the segment
-l<tx< 1 of the real axis*,

As an immediate result of this definition we can
note a fourth property
d) For every Jordan curve

( r-

I* of P

rn)

nR

=

0.*

This follows from the fact that for any x e ft, a
half-disc neighborhood

about x can intersect no other

rK , k=£n, since by the principle of the invariance of
domains

[4»

p»

115]

any point common to a

Q

and

H*

must be on the "diameter’1 of Hx> i.e„ the subset of Hx
homeomorphic to the real line segment of (c) above, but
all points of this diameter are in In from the above
definition.
We must now adapt the definitions of paragraph 7
to a bordered surface.
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DEFINITION 10.2. A triangulation J on a bordered
surface X is a finite or countable collection ft A of
triangles on X which satisfy the requirements of

*

paragraph 7 for every point in the interior 3 of X and
such that if x el"1, the border of X, then either
a) xeV, a side of precisely one triangle of‘T
but Is not a vertex,
or
b) x is a vertex of a finite number of triangles

Aiy,

AK,

, « Awn

which constitute a chains

In the latter case, vie define the1 star about x to be
the set Q- , consisting of all points of A*„, AK, ,
all points, other than vertices, of the sides of these
triangles which

have

x as one of their ends, and the

point x itself* The star

«r~. is thus a half-disc

neighborhood of x.

UJI#IA 10,1, Any bordered surface may be triangu¬
lated,
PROOF. The proof of this lemma follows immediately

li

from Corollary 2#

(page 4$) if we show that any

bordered surface X can be made into a surface Y in such
a fashion, that X has the same topology in its relative
topology XCX, the set I"1 becoming a countable
collection of Jordan curves on Y satisfying the
requirements of Corollary 3.1.
There are two methods of producing such a surface.
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Both methods'will be described here, since each is
illustrative of an important My of producing a surface
from a bordered surface*
First, we may complete X by "filling in its holes**.
If

Pn is any one of the Jordan curves making up the

border of I, then Pn can be mapped homebmorphieally
upon the unit circle It 1=1 of the complex t«plane. then
by identifying the bordered surfaces
IT, and Itl = 1 we can

X and Itldl along

n

fill the holat} corresponding to Pn

so that the topology of X is the same in the relative
topology of X ^X u

where Tn is the interior'of. the

added disc * By repeating this proce ss for each ,Jordan
curve

rk G P, we obtain finally a surface Y =1 uUkf^

Mich satisfies the;, above ^requirementS'i:
The second method of completing ! is, that of
MoiiblingK* If X= S u P , let S* uP'
X. That is, S’uP'

be a duplicate of

is a bordered surface homaomorphic

to S uP , Mth

P' corresponding to r * Then by

identifying P

and

r', the space
I = Su P u S’

Mil then be a surface and Mil clearly satisfy the
requirements listed above. Either of these constructions
Mil suffice to complete the proof of the lemma.

11. ORIENTABILITY
If

is any triangle on a surface, then its sides
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are Jordan arcs on the surface« For any given
non-closed Jordan arc, two distinct direction senses
can he distinguished. That is, if a, b, and c are the
vertices of a triangle

A0,

then

vm

can assign two

directions to the side determined by a and b. Either
from a to b, which vie can denote by ab, or from b to a,
which can similarly be denoted by ba. Then by letting
the end point of one are coincide with the starting
point of another, we can distinguish between two distinct
directions of traversing the sides of the triangle.
These are indicated symbolically as
{a,b,c)

and (a,c,b)

where the first, for example, is understood to mean
that the triangle is circumscribed from a to b, from
b to c, and from c back to a. This assignment clearly
depends only on the cyclic arrangement of the vertices
in the Symbol.

DEFINITION 11.1. A rotation sense, or orientation,
of a triangle is the assignment of one of the two
possible directions of traversing the sides of the
triangle.

DEFINITION 11.2. Two triangles hmrlng a sidfi in
jiQrmnQn^ncUiaviucL-jire-as.slgnad..r.otation_.sanaas...am-..ss-iri.
■t.a..ha coherent if and only if the common side is
traversed in opposite directionfinder the .two
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rotation senses«
Thus for example, the two triangles

(a,b*c) (a,d,b)
are coherent*
DEFINITION 11*3 * A trlannulatlon °S

is said to be

coherent if and only If we can assign a rotation sense
to srery triangle of tT
of

so that each pair of triangles

tf which have a side in common are coherent*
DEFINITION

11*4* A surface or bordered surface

will be said to be orlentable if and only If there
exists a coherent triangulation upon it»
’V

'

-

-

EXAMPLE« The tetrahedral triahgulation of the sphere
is coherent as can be seen from the scheme
(a}b,c) (b,a»d;}

(cfb?d4

{a,Cjd}

and hence, the sphere is orlentable.
EXAMPLE. The Mobius strip may be triangulated as
a bordered surface by the follOvuing scheme
(a,b,c) (a,c,d)

(d,c }e) (d,e,b) {b,e,a}*

Here, each pair of triangles which have a common
boundary are coherent except the first and last.
Therefore, as will be shorn in the remainder of this
paragraph, no triangulation of the Mobius strip can
be coherent and hence it is not orlentable *
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■

■ 232MM& ■. 11*1® If J

is any coherent trlan,emulation

then the assignment of rotation senses to the triangles
of «3T to exkibittthis coherence is -uniquely determined
by assigning a rotation sense to any one triangle of tT.
PROOF, if ‘T is coherent, then there Is an
assignment of orientations ivtiieh eMiibits this coherence.
The assignment of the opposite orientations in eyery
triangle id.!! also exhibit the coherence®
How let A0 be any triangle of

°S

and let, an

orientation be assigned to it* Then we can match the
orientation assigned to Aa With one of the above cases
and hence determine an orientation for eyery triangle
of ‘To Suppose however that another Such assignment
exists which ..exhibits the coherence , assigns the same
orientation to , A** but assigns the opposite orientation
to some other triangle Ao. Then there exists a chain
Ao ,

At

*,.:•**

s

connecting A© .$nd

Ai , and there

is some first triangle, say AK (k cannot be 0), in this
chain which -fcas different rotation senses under the two
assignments* But AK-\ has the same orientation under
both assignments, and hence

AK

can have only a single

orientation assigned to it if it is to be coherent
to Ak_,» Thus our assumption is impossible and the
lemma is px-oved.
From this lemma we see that any triangulatlon can
be shorn to be coherent or not coherent by assigning a
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rotation sense to any of its triangles and then one by
One assigning the proper rotation sense to each adjacent
.triangle so as to make it coherent* Should this be
impossible at any stage or result in a non-coherent

.

pair of triangles, as for example in the triangulation
of the.Jfobius strip described above , then the
triangulation cannot be coherent*
Kow it remains only to show, as asserted above,
that if a surface or bordered surface possesses one
orientable triangulation then, all triangulations upon
it are orientable* Uhls fact depends upon the following
lemmas*^ ' ;
LEMMA 11 *2 * Let TT be a Jordan polygon in the
complex plane and D its interior domain. Let T be any
triangulation of the bordered surface D uTT « Then °S is
coherent* and a coherent orientation of If is such that
the rotation senses assigned to the triangles of t3"
having a side in common with TT correspond to assigning
a direction of traversing TT«
PROOF*.The bordered surface DuTT is a compact set,
and hence the triangulation tf will consist of a finite
number of triangles.

For any polygon TT, if three points on it are
chosen to be vertices, then a triangulation °S of DuTT
into one triangle results* The lemma is clearly true
for this triangulation*
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Now assume the inductive hypothesis that the lemma
is true if the triangulation consists of less than n
triangles. Let °S be a triangulation of D uTT into n
triangles. Choose one of these triangles, A© ■» which
has a side in common with "TT* if this triangle is

removed, then there remains either a bordered surface
satisfying the requirements of the lemma or two bordered
surfaces tilth a single point in common (see figures 3),
In either case, the remaining portion or portions are
triangulated into less than n triangles and tie can
assign orientations in the manner shown in figure 3
to make D uTT orientable to satisfy the requirements of
the lemma. By induction the proof is thus complete.
LEMMA 11«3, If ,tT is any triangulation and tf'a
refinement of tT. then <T< is coherent if and only if
PROOF. First assume
is coherent. Assign a
rotation sense to each triangle of °S to exhibit this
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of j

into a finite number of now triangles, i.e. by

triangulating the bordered surface

* Then from lemma

11*2 tie may assign orientations to each triangle of

'

in Ai so that these orientations cohere and assign the
same sense of direction to the border Of Ai
given by the assignment of orientations to
is repeated for each

°J«

If this

A* e'T, the final result will be

a coherent orientation of

5

as was

since any two triangles of

which have a side in common either have that side

within a triangle of T or along a side of a triangle
of T* In either case, the triangles will cohere by the
choice of orientations above*
how if T7 is coherent , then an assignment of
Orientations to its triangles must result immediate!^
in the proper assignment to each triangle of <T as can *
again be Seen by application of lemma 11*2* Thus
must also be coherent and the lemma is proved*

We may now prove the principal result*

THBOESM 4* A surface Is orlentable if and only if
all triangulations upon it are coherent*
PROOF* If this were not true, then there would
exist some surface or bordered surface with two
triangulations

%

and

, *Jj being coherent and

being not coherent.
But by lemma 11*3 this is impossible, since by

<7—-/

lemma 9>2 vWe can find two triangulations i, and
schematically isomorphic to

Jr and

and !X»: a common refinement on

%

Or' /

p2

h, ..respectively,

and °Tx.* this is.

impossible since coherence is obviously invariant
under schematic isomorphism,

12* THE CHARAC IS RISTIG OF A SURFACE.
From this point on we will restrict our attention
to closed surfaces and compact bordered surfaces.

DEFINITION 12,1. A surface complex K is a surface
or bordered surface with a specified triangulation
upon it, the surface or bordered surface associated
with K td.ll be denoted by IK 1, A vertex of

TK

is called

a vertex of K « A side of a triangle of *3*, less its two
bounding vertices is called an arc of K. K is called
finite if and only if

consists of a finite number

of triangles.

REMARKS. A surface complex E is finite if and only
if |K|

can be covered by a finite number of disc

ne ighborhoods ( stars of

) , i*e * if l El is compact *

Note that K may contain three arcs, Joining three
vertices so as to define a triangle s but this triangle
need not be in K if |E|

is; a bordered surface*

In the: remainder of this work

m

will call a

surface complex simply a complex, but it should be

understood that we do hot thereby mean what is usually
called a complex [3, p.

.

45l«

DSFBIITIOI'] 12.2. For, any finite complex,,£■■<?>let

be the number of vertices in K<

o<-\

the,number of arcs,

and cxx the number of triangles. Then the characteristic
Of E is the number

P ~ P(li)

This P will also be called the characteristic of the
compact surface or bordered surface IK I,

HBMARKS. in order for the latter part of this
definition to make sense, we must show that the

, ,

characteristic of a surface is independent of the.
'particular triangulation upon it. This mil be done
in the remainder of this paragraph,
1 single triangle has three sides and three verb ices
hence its characteristic is given by p = -3 +3 4 or -1.
Similarlys the charateristic Of a sphere, or the
tetrahedral' triangulation of the sphere is p = -4+<6 *4
or :~2, "
Finally it should be noticed that the character¬
istic of a bordered complex (a triangulation of a
bordered surface) may equally wall be computed by
setting o(0 equal to the number of interior vertices
and cx:, equal to the number of arcs not on the border.
This follows from the fact

that

the number of arcs on
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the border must equal the number of vertices on the
border since the border consists of a finite number of
simple closed Jordan curves made up of a finite number
of arcs of the complex*

DEFINITION 12.3. A path on a complex is a finite
sequence of arcs and their bounding vertices such that
the end point of any arc is the vertex which is the
initial point of the succeeding: arc. A oath will be

’

called simple or Jordan if no vertex Is an end point
of more than two arcs of the path. A path Is closed if
the initial point of the first arc coincides -with the
end point of the final arc*

DEFINITION 12*4* A simple oath

P

on a complex K,

none of whose arcs are on the border of K » will be said
to cut the complex K to produce one or more new complexes
given by the following process: Every vertex in P ..which
is not both an end point of F

and an interior vertex of

IC is doubled and considered to be two distinct vertices
which may then be renamed? each arc in T

Mil then also

be doubled to form two distinct arcs.
A simple path, none of whose vertices are on the
border of K« will be said to produce an interior cut,
which tall further be called closed or open as the Path
producing it is closed or not-closede
If one end of a simple non-closed path is on the
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border of K and all other vertices are interior to K,
then the cut produced will be called an in-cut „
If both ends of a simple non-closed oath are on
the border of If, and all other vertices are interior
to BU then the cut produced will be called a cross-cut,

SEAMPias, Figure 9 shows a complex which is a
triangulation of a closed disc* The path consisting of
the three arcs gE, Ef, -and

is a simple closed path

and the cut produced by this path (a closed interior
cut by the above definition) results in two bordered surfaces as shorn in figure 10 (shaded areas are not in,
the complex),,

. /

Figure 11 shows the new complex formed from figure 9

*
e
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by the. interior cut gh, hi, Figure 12 results from the
indent, Hij ig. And figure 13 shows the tiro complexes
result ingv.from; the cross-cut. cGT, alt,' gf)*;"

;

1 :

;

V

In the aboire .examples, i# may compute the character¬
istic of each complex,,. That of figure 9 is -1. Thecomplexes of figure 10 have characteristic 0 and -1
respectively. The complex of figure- 11 has character¬
istic 0, and the, three complexes of figures 12 and 13
all have characteristic -1. We will now develop the
formulas which relate the characteristics of

l,

cutn

complexes to the initial complex and the type of cut.

IMVMk

12.1. if a simple closed oath makes an

interior cut on a Complex K then the characteristic of
K equals the sum of the characteristics of the resulting
complexes. In particular, if the cut does not separate
K , then the characteristic of S equals the character¬
istic of the new complex.
PROOF. .Whether or not the path separates the complex
the total number of vertices and arcs in the new complex
or complexes are both increased by the same number, the
number of arcs or vertices in the path. But the number
of vertices is subtracted from the number of arcs in
the computation of the characteristic, and the number
of triangles is not changed by the cutting process,
hence the result of the lemma follows.

LEMMA. • 12,2.« If ji complex:;E'is cut by; a ^ cross-cut; T
then ■ the1 characteristic of E equals ■; one plus the < • h : ^
characteristic of the, resnltih^;complex, of dne plus r
■ the sura of the characteristics of the respiting; -v;y;
complexes,

•. ,

PROOF, Let oioj o:,, and oCx be the number of '
vertices ? arcs, and triangles in K, and

OCQ9

oil

9

and od£ the number of the corresponding elements in
the resulting complex or, complexes. Then if V contains
n arcs, since it is not closed, it must contain n-V 1
vertices, all of which will be doubled,; Therefore
oCQ

‘<*1

-

c^o + n +1

-

(*,-*•

h

but oijapti' , and therefore
-(Xo-+c^,-o^ = -cfo^n+i+CX,-n-<x[
- -oci+oci -ocl+ I
xdiich was to be shown#
■

:*

LEMMA. ,12,3, An open interior cut increases the
characteristic of a complex by one and an in-cut does
not alter the characteristic of a complex,
PROOF, neither of the cuts of the .lemma x*ill
separate a complex#
An interior cut , being non-closed, has one more
vertex than arc# But neither of its end points are
doubled. Hence if the number of arcs is increased by
n, the number of vertices increases by n - 1, and the
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characteristic is thus increased by one.
An in-cut likewise has one more vertex than it has
arcs, but one of its vertices is not doubled,. Thus the
number of arcs and vertices are increased by the same
amount in the case of an in-cut, and hence the character¬
istic is unaltered.
LEMA 12,4, Let

TT

be a Jordan polygon in the

complex plane and D its interior domain. Let K be a
complex forming a triangulation of TTuD. Then

PROOF, If K consists of only a single triangle,
then the lemma is immediately true. However, K must
consist of a finite number of triangles, hence an
inductive process will prove the lemma.
Therefore, assume the inductive hypothesis that
the lemma is true if K consists of less than n triangles,
and that K0 is a complex satisfying the hypotheses of
the lemma but consisting of a triangles. Then if we can
show the existence of a cross-cut which separates K0
into two complexes

and Kg each bounded by a Jordan

polygon and each consisting of less than n triangles,
lie mil have from lemma 12,2 and the inductive
hypothesis

p(K0) = />%) + /(K2) + i
= -1 -1 + 1
**! ©

To show that such a cross-cut always exists, let
y be an arc on the border of K0 and a,b its bounding
vertices# Then there is athirdvertex,e,suchthat”
(a,bye) is a triangle in K0. If e is interior to E0,’
the path ac, *cB will constitute a cross-cut of

■

which divides K0 into two components, one of which is
a single triangles, the oter the homeomorph of a simply
connected region of the plane bounded by a Jordan
curve. However if c is on the border of K0, then one
of the paths ac or He is a cross-cut which divides K
into two such regions, since K0 itself is the
homeomorph of a simply connected region bounded by a
Jordan curve £4, p« X0£>1. In either case, this cut
decomposes K0 into two complexes of the required type ,
each of which contains at least one triangle, and since
the two contain n triangles in all, each contains lesss
than n,

q,e.d*

1MW1A 12,5* The characteristic of a triangulation
(the characteristic of the complex formed by the
triangulation) is invarlent- under refinement« PROOF. Let K be any complex and K? a refinement*
of K* Then we must show p(K) = «
Let 0(Oi ot| , and o(x be the number of vertices,
arcs, and triangles, respectively, of K, and oii$ exf,
and

the similar quantities for K*,
We may then enumerate the triangles of E, calling
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them A,

9

Ax*

^

likewise we may enumerate the

ares ofE, calling them V,,

*** , ,>£■*.

How. for each triangle; Ar * lot oc(oV<*V°* and c*xr>
be the number of vertices, arcs, and triangles of K *
whlchare interior to -Ar* Then, as was remarked after
definition 12.2, we have from lemma 12,4 that for
each r;l:'

- a o;+ PC.(r} - «s? = - I ,
Furthermore , we see that each triangle of E * is interior
to one of the triangles of E , Hence

For each are Yp of K, let

and j3,f} be the number

of vertices and; arcs of 5*; on the arc

* Here pf does

not include the vertices which represent the end points
of Tp* Then there must be one more arc on VP than
vertices, That is, for each p

...

.

—/3o’>'+,/3|<P> = I.

Furthermore* every arc of E* is either interior to some
triangle Ar or is on some VP of K« Hence
iZoV+'ZpL,,s!p>= oi/.
Finally, every vertex of K* is either interior to
some triangle

A^» is oil some arc ^ or is one of the

oL0 vertices of E* Thus

C^«S’ + I^'.,/sf4<x. = «0'
Therefore from these equations we are able to
compute
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p(K>) = -i4W-c^

- = -C&off-E»^<«+E5‘.o<r 4 E£,$p,-Er.‘i«'?
= ‘0(<>4i:^(ip<|'+^W) + ESH-aSWr’-bcf)

= -«„+Er“; 1 4 Ev,*,(-1)
- -<*04- oc. -odj.
= fdu
which proves the lemma*
THEOREM 5

*

The characteristic of a surface or

bordered surface is Independent of trian^ulations „
PROOF. The characteristic is clearly invariant
■under schematic isomorphism of a triangulation. Hence
if % and Kg are any two complexes resulting from two
triangulations of a surface or bordered surface, we can
find from lemma 9*2 a triangulation with corresponding
complex K0 so that K0 is essentially a common refinement
of Kj_ and Kg. Thus from lemma 12*5 we have
p(K1)= f(K0)=f(K2)

and the theorem is proved*
We may now collect the results of the first three
lemmas of this paragraph into a! single theorem concerning
cuts on surfaces or bordered surfaces, independently of
the notion of a complex. Hie simplest way to make clear
what' .is meant by a cut on a surface or bordered surface
is as follows:
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DEFINITION 12*5« A Jordan arc or curve V on a
surface or bordered surface 8 iri.ll be said to cut S to
produce one or more new surfaces by the following
process: triangulate S so that T is a subset of the
sides of the triangnlation, then let the new bordered
surface or surfaces be those resulting from T cutting
the resulting complex*
THEOREM 6* If S is any surface or bordered surface»
and if S is cut by j Interior Jordan curves, k cross-cuts,
Q interior non-closed arcs, and m in-cuts« all the arcs

and curves defining the cuts being disjoint, and if S is
thereby decomposed into n distinct bordered surfaces
p(8)= ooo +

+ k --C#

PROOF* The proof of this theorem follows immediately
from the definition and repeated applications of lemmas
l£*I to 12*3*
With the aid of the aboye theorems, we can now
calculate the characteristic of a number of closed
surfaces and bordered surfaces*
EXAMPLES,
a) A closed disc is homeomorphic to a triangle and
hence has characteristic -1*
b) A sphere is decomposed by a Jordan curye into
two discs, hence the characteristic of a sphere is -2,

This may also be obtained if we notice that a disc
results from cutting a sphere byan interior arc«
c) A sphere with h holes punched out can.be
obtained by cutting a sphere by h interior closed
Jordan curves, or by merely cutting by h interior

;

non-closed arcs* Hence a sphere with h holes, or,

■

what is the same thing, a disc with h « 1 holes, has
characteristic h • 2* In particular, the annulus has
characteristic 0,
d) A cylinder may be cut by a single cross-cut
to give a disc, hence has characteristic 0* Indeed,
this can be seen from (c), since a cylinder is
Iiomeoiuorphic to an annulus*
r

e) 'A'torus may be cut once by a Jordan curve to

produce a cylinder* Hence the characteristic of a
torus is 0.'
f) A handle on a sphere is a
cylinder whose ends have been
fitted into holes in the sphere,
i.©o the borders of these bordered
surfaces have been identified*
See figure 14* This concept will
be used a great deal in the final
paragraph of this work*
A sphere with p handles'can be cut by 2p Jordan
curves to give p cylinders and a sphere with 2p holes*
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Hence a sphere with p handles has characteristic 2p - 2,
g) The Mobius Strip may be cut once by a cross-cut
to produce a disc * Hence the Mobitis; strip has character¬
istic 0*
h) The projective plane may be cut by a single
Jordan curve into a disc and a Mobius strip, Thus the
projectile plane has characteristic -l. When the single
bounding curve of a Mobius strip is thus fitted to a
bounding Jordan curve in another surfaces, it is
usually called a cross-can,
i) A sphere with two cross-caps (a so called Klein
bottle) is decomposed into a sphere with the two holes
and two Mobius strips by two cuts by Jordan curves.
Hence it has characteristic 0,
j) A sphere with' p cross-caps can be decomposed
into p Mobius strips and a sphere with p holes, hence
has characteristic p - 2«
k) A sphere with p handles and k cross-caps can be
decomposed into k Mobius strips, p cylinders, and a
sphere with 2p-+-k holes. Hence it has characteristic
2p+k » 2*.

13, THE NORMAL FORM FOR GLOSSD SURFACES,
A closed surface is characterised by the fact that
it can be triangulated into a finite number of triangles.

Vie

will now exhibit a normalisation process for closed

surfaces due to Brahana [1]

;

The method > given here

includes simplifications due to A*W*.: Tucker, We note
that Lefschets 13 , p* 75] has further simplified
Tucker to the extent of leaving a gap in the proof.
We start vrith a closed surface S and any finite
triangulation. tT upon S, let
Map

A0 upon

A0 be

any triangle in T.

the planer and choose any side

V

of

Aa,

This side is common to exactly one other triangle,
say

A,

, in

#■ Map

A,

on the plane so that the side

Ir

is coiimon to the first triangle. This process is
continued as long as there remains any unused triangles
of ^ However, at every stage, the new triangle is
mapped onto the plane so that it abuts the previously
obtained figure along one and only one side. This mil
of course require that the resulting plane complex have
a number of arcs and vertices

t&lch are

distinct on the

plane but represent the same arc or vertex on the
surface*
The re stilt of this construction will be a simply
connected plane region made up of triangles, that is a
Jordan polygon

TT

and its interior domain D, in a given

triangulation. All points of the interior of this
region correspond to one and only one point of S, but
the sides of the triangles which form
doubled. That is, a side which is on

TT are all
IT is common

two triangles in TT* and hence there must be two

to

”copies” of this side on the boundary of TT •
We will call a side of such a polygon TT any side
of a triangle making up the boundary TT, or any connected
sequence of such sides providing that the same connected
sequence appears elsewhere on the boundary. For example,

the path

appears tid.ce on the boundary of the

polygon of figure 15, hence would be called a side.
Similarly, the sequence 312 is also a side. We shall
let small latin letters signify such a side.
If we choose a sense of rotation in this plane
polygon, then we can assign directions to the sides of
the polygon. Thus, if in the above illustration we
consider the boundary traversed counter-clockwise, and
if we call the side $93, b, then the side 398 is assigned
the opposite direction, and we write it b~‘. Then by
starting at some vertex and circumscribing the polygon

TT

in a positive direction, we may write down a sequence

of letters representing the sides of the polygon. This
sequence will be called a surface symbol of S.

&2

For example* in the above illustration, starting
at the vertex 3 and assigning the letter a to the side

WS the surface symbol is

,-

aa"'bcdb‘1eff%c"ld"'g',e"l«
We notice that any letter in a surface- symbol
occurs exactly twice since it represents a side of a
triangle (or a sequence of such sides) which is common
to two triangles (or sets of triangles) of the plane
complex. For each letter in a symbol only two
possibilities exist* Either it occurs in the form
,,*a,**a"'*«. or in the form «9*a*0*a«**
Furthermore s wo note that we can refine the triang¬
ulation

°S

and males a corresponding refinement of the

triangulation of TT u;D without altering the surface
symbol. In this case, the sides of the polygon have
merely been subdivided ahd the same vertices can be
used as end points of the sides in both cases,

;

This development of the surface symbol is obviously
not unique,-First* any triangle may be removed from
TTu D and placed at some Other position* For instance,

in the example of figure 15, the triangle (1,2,4) might
be moved so that it abuts the triangle (6,2,4). Or, we
could have started with an entirely different triang¬
ulation of 0, And finally,-the polygon TTr and thus its
symbol, can be altered from the particular form given
by the method of construction without changing its

intrinsic relation to S by matching adjoining sides *.
That is, a fora «. .aa'1. . . can be removed completely
from the symbol by simply making the proper identif¬
ication, provided only that there are terms remaining
in the surface Symbol after this reduction* Thus in
the polygon of figure 15, the sides jp> and W can be
identified to remove their letters from the symbol.
If this is done wherever possible in this polygon,

Fi gure 16

the result will be as shown in figure 16, a polygon
with symbol
bcdb"‘ego'1 d‘'g"’©'1
xdiich can be reduced further to the symbol
cdlie"ld''h"'
by calling b"'eg the side h and starting the surface
symbol at c. This reduction depends on the obvious
equation for symbols
(ab)"l=b'''a~‘e

By moving the three triangles (1,2*4) (1,4*3)
(1,6*3) in figure 3.6, the* polygon of figure 17 may be
produced, This polygon gives rise to the surface
symbol 2cyx“'y‘' as shown. However, it can easily be
seen from figure 16 that
corresponding sides of a
polygon with surface
symbol scyx^'y1 can always
be identified so as to

Figure 18

produce a torus. Indeed, in general, any given surface
symbol defines a pattern of identification of the sides
of a simply connected polygonal plane region and hence
uniquely determines a surface, independent of any
triangulation.
¥e will now develop the method of reducing:any
surface symbol to a normal form, and thus obtain a
unique representation of a closed surface*
To simplify the writing, we "Will use capital
letters to signify surface symbols or sections of
surface symbols (including single lettersK
HSflHlTIGN 13.1. Two surface symbols* A and B. are
Said to be isomorphic, A—B, if and only if they
determine the same surface, to within a homeomorohlsm.
Thus in the escample discussed above, we were able
to show that

.

.

aa~‘bcdb"'eff *'gc■|d*'g''e■, c* xyxf'y-'.
We will now develop some rules for operations on
surface symbols,,
LEMMA 13.1. For any surface symbol
(I) ABG^BCA^GAB
(II) Axx-'B^AB

if A, B are not both void

(III) AXBG^'D^A^GB^'D

(?)

AxBx'PC^APsc.jBx.f'C

(VI) APxyx"V‘'B ^ Ax^y^xj-' y£‘ PB
(VII) AzxPB^APx^B.
PROOF.
(I) is merely a statement of the fact that the
surface symbol may be started at any point on the
boundary of the polygon, i.e* that a surface symbol is
invariant under cyclic permut-

r

Q

ation®
(II) follows from the fact
that the sides x and x-1 may be
"pasted together" and removed

c

from the surface symbol if they
are adjoining and the remainder
of the symbol is not void®.
(Ill) and (IV) may be seen
from figures 19, 20 and 21, the

Figure 19

$6

Figure 10

Figure II

last illustrating the case in which C is void* la each
ease, we merely need to draw a cut as shown (dotted) ,•
make the proper refinement, and fit together the cut
sections along the sides z as illustrated*
(?) is proved by application of (I) and (III) as
follows.; ■ ■ '

...

A^CBSf'PG ~ BX-'F0A2C
-Bscf'CAP^
^AP^jBx^'0*
(?I) is proved by application of (1) and (?) as
^follows!
AP^yx',y',B

Ax^yx£‘Py''B

— Py",BA2Ciyx£1
<^y£,BAK1y:LPs^1

“ Px£' y£‘ Bta27i
’

— ^'‘yi'BAxgPy^

- ^c2Pylx2

And finally,

y

i‘

B

(VII) is proved free (IV) asufollows:

AscPB ^ Ax-jp-^iB — APXgXpB.
The form xyx'y'1 is called a handle ■« and the form

tx

is called a cross-cap. Thus the rules (VI) and (VII)

of the above lemma say that any segment of a surface
symbol xdLlI commute tilth a handle or with a cr0ss<*cap.
Rule VI is the one missing from the proof given by
Lefschets [3, p.
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• ‘

•

*

•

•

LE3MA 13.2. Every letter x in a surface symbol will
appear in both orientations, i«,e<> AxBx~lG, if and only if
the surface represented by this surface symbol is
orientable.

:

;

•

;

,; v-

PROOF. If a surface is mapped into a triangulated
polygonal region as described above, then we can assign
a rotation sense in each of the triangles of this region
so'that all of the triangles cohere when they have a
side in common interior to the
polygon:and so that there is induced
a single direction sense on the
polygonal boundary (see lemma 11*2}«
Then the surface will be
orientable if and only if all
corresponding sides forming the

:

polygonal "boundary cohere ,, Then if a side x of the
polygon consists of the are batmen the vertices a and
b {in that sense)s then in order for the two triangles:
having this arc as a side to cohere, a. side x"' of the
polygon must exist, consisting of the arc between the
vertices b and a, in that sense, as can be seen from
.

f

■ '

'

■

•

.

.

figure 22, But this must be true for any side of the
polygon, hence the lemma is proved*
Hie Normal Form for Orientable Surfaces.
'

.1

i

?

If a closed surface S is orientable, then for every
side x in the. surface symbol

T>

of S w have the. -v; \

orientable combination AxBx.,* We/Mil say two- sides x,'
y'1 are ,■ separated-- pairs if the. surface'.symbol:
contains them as AxByGx‘ll)y',li5 (idiere any of the capital
letters/may be void)«- .
t/..: t How suppose that the surface symbol

Z)

contains a

Separated pair as above* Then by successive applications
of rule V we Mil have (here the portion of the symbol
taking the place of P in rule ? is underlined before
every step)s
H

= i\xByCx_,Dy ’% - A^Gif'By^1 xBB

—ibcgyg^g ^y^POBB

This profess may be' repeated for every separated
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pair« Then by application of rule 71 all of the resulting
handles may be brought together. Thus, the surface
symbol for any closed orientable surface may be brought
to the form

(12)

E 2r hiVl'*5!

a b a

2 2 2'b2 ..,apbpa^'bE

where p is finite and R contains no separated pairs.
Then R is void or is of the form
R = ^Rlxl'^l
where R^ contains no separated pairs and has at least

two less terms than E, Further if any term is in

its

inverse must also be. Continuing this argument, we find
that
\

=

%3Cnxhl^2

and hence R can be reduced by the elimination of one
pair. This process may be repeated again. Indeed, all
terms in R may be suppressed if p^l in {12), while if
p=0, R may be reduced to the form acx"'* Thus we have

LEMMA 13.3* The surface symbol for any closed
orientable surface can be reduced to the form

with 1

c*a. or to the form
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The Mormal Form for Honorientable Surfaces>
If a surface is nonorientable, then by lemma 13*2,
its symbol must be of the form AxBxG for at least one
term sc, But then, by application of rules IV and VII
we have that

TJ

.—

— Az1x1B",G

=AXBXG

cs
By repeated application of this method, we find that

(13}

I —n^a^aga^**.aqSqR

where R has no pairs sc.*-sc* Then, just as Was done above,
any separated pairs inR can be brought together and the
remainder suppressed (always completely since q^l in
equation 13), giving

l l 2 2°B0^

a a a a

* * •bj^Cj.bj'*' c^» *

However^ using ruleIV (the section replacing B in this
rule, is underlined before each step);

12 — Avnn£V3c'>y~lB
- At-^y",3£~l?^sc~>y~1B

.

or Aw^xw£^xy1 y^B

That is, the handle b^c^b£' c£' has been reduced to two
<

. ,

- Jr

£

c

.*

pairs aei+laci+iacl+zaq+i* Repeating this process, all of
the handles of 12 can be reduced until finally we have
a a

l la2a2B°*apap

where p must be finite and greater than aero (otherwise
the surface must have been orientable), This is the

norma! form for the surface symbol of a nonorientable
surface*. Thus ,we; have .shown ■.

-

• • •. * ..

IMWSA li*k* The surface symbol for any closed
nonorientable surface can be reduced to the form

a^a^a^a/,»*«a^ap
where p Is finite and greater than aero*
BEFINHION !3*£. The number U in the normal form
of a surface smbol is called the genus of the surface
determined by that surface symbol? in the special ease ■.
X} arara^r* % ..we will say that the genus P = 0* ;

v;:v:,

If we are given the genus and orientability or
nonorientability, then the surface Symbol in the normal
form can be witten dotjn immediately'* From the surface
symbol, a surface can be constructed* Thus the genus
and orientabillty uniquely specify a surface (to within
a hOmeomorphism) * To Show that these two actually
characterize a

surface however, we must show that the

genus is uniquely determined by the surface, i*e* is
independent of triangulations Which serve to define it.
It is instructive to prove this fact by showing the
relation between the genus and the characteristic of a
surface* First however we need
«

V

'

LE!#!A ■ 13 *5* When the Surface symbol of any surface
Is reduced to normal form* all of the vertices of the
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corresponding polygon correspond to the same paint of
the:surface*
PROOF* ; ■
Orientable case» Consider the portion of the5
surface symbol a^b^a£' b£‘ and let <*,/?,
be the vertices as shown

Yf

S

s

and £

in figure 23* Then
has initial point ot and
end. point p., hence <* = S,
Fi gure 23
(3 =
Similarly the end points of b^ and b£‘ correspond
giving /3- £ j >= S* Then from these four identifications
m

have

c*= S= r= js = £
i„e. all these points correspond to the same point on
the surface. Continuing around the polygon in this
fashion, all vertices will be identified and the lemma
follows.
Honorienfcable case. In this case * the end point of
the first side, a^, is the same as the initial point of
the next side, which is also a^. Hence both ends of
correspond to the same point on the surface. This say
be asserted for every side and hence all vertices of
the polygon correspond to the same point on the
surface.
U3MMA 13 * 6* Iff a surface S has genus p then its:
characteristic jo is given by

t
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P = 2p * 2
if S is orlentable„ or
f= p » 2
if S is nonorlentable,
PROOF# if a surface has genus p, then we can
produce it by proper identification of the sides of a
polygonal region, corresponding to the normal form of
the surface symbol* We may assume that-, the surface is
triangulated so that the boundary of the polygonal
region corresponds to a subset of the sides of the
triangulation. The characteristic may then be
computed upon the resulting triangulation of the
polygonal region*
Let oc6, oc, , and

be the number of vertices,

arcs, and triangles of this triangulation# Further
let oCo-o^o'-hoio and ocx - oc'-h oc,"

9

where ct" and <*,"

are the number of corresponding elements on the boundary
of the polygon, oc£ and

the number of such elements

in the interior of the polygonal region#
Then
—OCQ

-+ otl - o(x = —I

since the triangles, arcs, and vertices interior to the
polygon constitute a triahgulation of a polygonal region
which is the homeomorph of a disc#
How for the orientable case, the border of the
polygon has 2p distinct sides, a^, b^, bg,*#., apJ bp.
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In the nonoriontable case, there are p distinct sides.
a.p.

ap>; For each distinct side , the number of

vertices on it equals the number of arcs on it. But one
qf these vertices (the one on both ends) is common to
all the sides of the polygon by lemma 13.5» Thus,
neglecting this vertex, the number of arcs minus the
number of vertices equals one for each distinct side.
-o^0"+o'1‘y= 2p - 1 in the orientable case and p **• 1

Hence

in the nonorientable case, the -1 in each instance
resulting from the common vertex of the polygon;• Then
noting

■' •

-oc0-i- oc,-oc.^= - a/-*- a,'- ocL

-

<x"+ a!1

the conclusions of the lemma follow immediately.

THEOREM 7« A closed Surface is completely
characterised by specifying any two of; its orientability, its characteristict and its menus.
PROOF, After the proof of lemma 13.6, it has been
established that each of these three properties is an
invariant of the surface. All that remains is to show
that any two of the three suffices to define a surface,
A surface thus defined Mil be unique to.within a
homeomorphism.
It has already been pointed out that specifying
the orientability and the genus of a surface S enables
us to exhibit the surface uniquely {within, of course,
a homeomorphism), However, if the orientability and

characteristic p of a surface S are given, wa can
determine- the genus p by means of the formula

m)

P=

h(p+ 2}

if S is orientable -

P+ 2

if S is nonorientable*

,

\

If the characteristic and genus of a surface S are
given, then we can discover whether or not it is
orientable by noticing which Of the two expressions .
in (14) is satisfied- One and only one can be satisfied,
except for the single ease p = -2, p=0* In this: latter
case however, we have that S is prientabie' fromlemmas
13 .3 and 13,4. The surface- symbol for s is thus xx_V

The Second normal Form*
Suppose the surface symbol T1 for a nonorientable
"Surface' S ' is in the' normal' form
(IS) ^1^1^2^2* «*apap»
How in obtaining the normal form for nonorientable
surfaces, it was shown that
AwwxxyyB —
Therefore, if the surface symbol (15) contains three or
more pairs aa (so called cross-caps), then two of these
pairs can be reduced to a handle xyafir* This process
can be repeated until there are less than three cross¬
caps remaining in the surface Symbol*
Tho number of cross-caps in the symbol can be
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reduced to two or onay but never to' aerby-If pin (15),
is even , then the number of cross-caps remaining trill
be two, if p is odd* they can be reduced to one. That is
LEMMA. 13*7* For any closed surface S, except a
sphere, the surface symbol

12 can be reduced to the

form

12

=

m

where
H

-

a b a

l l i‘ bi' a2b2a2 lb2* • « «aqbqaq' bq'

and
G —— c«j o*| # tj e c
where r=Q (i.e. G is void), 1 or 2.
If S Is orlentable and of genus p > 1, then r = 0
and q =- p a
If S is nonorientable and of genus x>0 then if p is
oddv r=l and q = ^(n ~ 1) . while if n is-even, r = 2 and
q = l(n ~ 2) . , ■
Finally, if. S is a sphere, the surface symbol can
be reduced to the form

.

PEGGFi The'above comments and the equation for the
nonbrientable casep = 2q-t- r j

-

.

■

which is obtained by considering the method of reduction
described above, suffice to prove the lemma, for all but
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the case of p

0. Example -a| below completes the proof

by exhibiting the surface symbol for the sphere*

EXAMPLES.
a) The tetrahedral triangulation Of the sphere ,
(1,2,3) (1,2,4) (1,3,4) (2,3,4)

may be formed into

a standard polygon as shown in
figure 24« The surface symbol
corresponding to this polygon
is
a

lai'a2a2

a a

3 3'9

which reduces to aa_l* That is, according to the
convention of definition 13* 2, the sphere is Of genus
sero*
b) It can be shorn that a sphere with p handles is
an orientable surface, and hence that it is of genus p
Since the characteristic of

sphere with- p handles is
2p - 2 (example f, p* 70),
For example, figure 25
shows how a Sphere with
two handles may be cut so
as to obtain the normal

Figure 23

form* The arrows are

supposed to lie on the connected portion of the surface,
that is on the interior of the resulting polygon, and
indicate a constant direction around the polygon*
c) A Mobius strip which has as its border the

9$
path

V5} ¥%* ;S3T, 5X can be joined to a Jordan curve

which forms part of the boundary of a polygonal .region
as shown in figure 26, The result has the symbol aa
between the two points 1. Thus the form aa represents, a
cross-cap on the surface*; and hence the projective
plane is a nonorientable surface with genus 1.

with a finite number of handles, and at most two crosscaps«
e) Any closed orientable surface of genus p can be
represented as a two sheeted Riemann Surface with 2p-t-2
branch points, A branch cut on a two sheeted Riemann
Surface can easily be seen to correspond to the
connection of two spheres (the individual sheets) by a

pips or cylinder* One cut then results in a surface
topologically equivalent to a sphere* Each additional
cut cofresonds to adding a handle to this sphere.
Figure 27 shows, for example, the representation of
the orientable surface of genus 2* the double torus*
Dotted lines indicate paths on the "bottom sheet",
f) Finally, we note that a compact bordered
surface can have at most a finite number of Jordan
curves as its border0 Hence, a compact bordered
surface can be turned into a closed surface by the
addition of at most a finite number of discs {see §10,
lemma 10*1)* Combining this with (g) above we haves

THEOREM 3. The most general closed surface is a
sphere with at most a finite number of handles and at
most two cross-caps, The most general compact bordered
surface is a sphere with at most a finite number of
handles, a finite number of holes, and at most two
cross-caps* ..
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